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RDF Data Interlinking: Evaluation of Cross-lingual Methods
Abstract
The Semantic Web extends the Web by publishing structured and interlinked
data using RDF. An RDF data set is a graph where resources are nodes labelled
in natural languages. One of the key challenges of linked data is to be able to
discover links across RDF data sets. Given two data sets, equivalent resources
should be identified and linked by owl:sameAs links. This problem is particularly
difficult when resources are described in different natural languages.
This thesis investigates the effectiveness of linguistic resources for interlinking
RDF data sets. For this purpose, we introduce a general framework in which each
RDF resource is represented as a virtual document containing text information
of neighboring nodes. The context of a resource are the labels of the neighboring
nodes. Once virtual documents are created, they are projected in the same space
in order to be compared. This can be achieved by using machine translation or
multilingual lexical resources. Once documents are in the same space, similarity
measures to find identical resources are applied. Similarity between elements of
this space is taken for similarity between RDF resources.
We performed evaluation of cross-lingual techniques within the proposed
framework. We experimentally evaluate different methods for linking RDF data.
In particular, two strategies are explored: applying machine translation or using
references to multilingual resources. Overall, evaluation shows the effectiveness
of cross-lingual string-based approaches for linking RDF resources expressed in
different languages. The methods have been evaluated on resources in English,
Chinese, French and German. The best performance (over 0.90 F-measure) was
obtained by the machine translation approach. This shows that the similarity-
based method can be successfully applied on RDF resources independently of
their type (named entities or thesauri concepts). The best experimental results
involving just a pair of languages demonstrated the usefulness of such techniques
for interlinking RDF resources cross-lingually.
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Re´sume´
Le Web des donne´es e´tend le Web en publiant des donne´es structure´es et lie´es en
RDF. Un jeu de donne´es RDF est un graphe oriente´ ou` les ressources peuvent
eˆtre des sommets e´tiquete´es dans des langues naturelles. Un des principaux
de´fis est de de´couvrir les liens entre jeux de donne´es RDF. E´tant donne´s deux
jeux de donne´es, cela consiste a` trouver les ressources e´quivalentes et les lier
avec des liens owl:sameAs. Ce proble`me est particulie`rement difficile lorsque les
ressources sont de´crites dans diffe´rentes langues naturelles.
Cette the`se e´tudie l’efficacite´ des ressources linguistiques pour le liage des
donne´es exprime´es dans diffe´rentes langues. Chaque ressource RDF est repre´sente´e
comme un document virtuel contenant les informations textuelles des sommets
voisins. Les e´tiquettes des sommets voisins constituent le contexte d’une ressource.
Une fois que les documents sont cre´e´s, ils sont projete´s dans un meˆme espace
afin d’eˆtre compare´s. Ceci peut eˆtre re´alise´ a` l’aide de la traduction automa-
tique ou de ressources lexicales multilingues. Une fois que les documents sont
dans le meˆme espace, des mesures de similarite´ sont applique´es afin de trouver
les ressources identiques. La similarite´ entre les documents est prise pour la
similarite´ entre les ressources RDF.
Nous e´valuons expe´rimentalement diffe´rentes me´thodes pour lier les donne´es
RDF. En particulier, deux strate´gies sont explore´es: l’application de la traduc-
tion automatique et l’usage des banques de donne´es terminologiques et lexi-
cales multilingues. Dans l’ensemble, l’e´valuation montre l’efficacite´ de ce type
d’approches. Les me´thodes ont e´te´ e´value´es sur les ressources en anglais, chi-
nois, franc¸ais, et allemand. Les meilleurs re´sultats (F-mesure >0.90) ont e´te´
obtenus par la traduction automatique. L’e´valuation montre que la me´thode
base´e sur la similarite´ peut eˆtre applique´e avec succe`s sur les ressources RDF
inde´pendamment de leur type (entite´s nomme´es ou concepts de dictionnaires).
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Chapter 1
Introduction
The purpose of computing is insight, not numbers.
— R.Hamming, Numerical Methods for Scientists
and Engineers, 1962.
The development of communication technologies facilitates the publication of
a vast amount of information on the Web. Information sources of a broad variety
are created independently and distributed across heterogeneous repositories. As
a consequence, identical resources can be described differently. Moreover, Web
resources can be described using different natural languages. As an example, the
fans from all over the world can describe a musical band using their own set of
attributes as well as their native language. As a result, one would end up with
different representations expressed in different natural languages referring to the
same referent (a particular band). Given that there are thousands of common
entities which are represented differently, it is important to provide technolo-
gies for connecting these data. Interlinking of resources across heterogeneous
data sources is an important task in the Semantic Web in order to enhance se-
mantic interoperability. Semantic Web technologies [13] offer the possibility to
publish structured descriptions of entities according to a standard data model
and to describe them using reusable vocabularies (ontologies). By publishing
and interlinking structured data available online, it will be possible to aggregate
knowledge about entities: different perspectives on semantically related entities
will be brought together. This, in turn, would provide a “global” view on entities
of interest.
According to the Semantic Web principles, data are published to allow auto-
mated processing. The Linked Data initiative aims at publishing structured and
interlinked data at web scale by using semantic web technologies. These tech-
nologies provide different languages for expressing data as graphs (RDF), describ-
ing its organization through ontologies (OWL) and querying it (SPARQL) [55].
1
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The four principles of Linked Oped Data have been defined by Tim Berners-
Lee1:
1. Use URIs to identify things;
2. Use dereferenceable URIs;
3. Provide useful information for dereferenceable URIs;
4. Include links to other datasets.
Linked Open Data is a freely available data set collection expressed in RDF
[52, 104]. The Linked Open Data Cloud (LOD)2 contains several billion triples
and several million interlinks. The data come from a broad variety of domains
such as government, life sciences, media, geographic, and social.
This thesis mostly contributes to the LOD 4th principle since we aim at
establishing links between identical resources from different RDF data sets. An
owl:sameAs statement is used to link two identical resources due to the non-
unique naming assumption (each RDF publisher uses its own identifiers).
This thesis addresses the problem of cross-lingual RDF data interlinking.
The goal of our work is to evaluate methods to identify and link semantically
related resources across RDF data sets in different languages. Given two RDF
data sets with literals in different natural languages, the output will be a set
of triples of type <URI owl:sameAs URI0>. For now, we restrict ourselves to
owl:sameAs3 link [50] as it is a classical type of link that is usually established,
and it is also important for tracking information about the same resource across
different data sources.
Despite the development of the Semantic Web, Internet is likely to continue
to accommodate a diversity of natural languages. Even though there are many
resources in English, some other languages occupy a decent portion of the Web
space as well, see language statistics4 in Figure 1.1. At present, the number of
languages5 of RDF data sets amounts to 474. Thus, the necessity to tackle the
language heterogeneity problem will persist.
DBpedia6 is a knowledge base, providing an RDF representation of Wikipedia,
in which multiple language labels are attached to the individual concepts. It has
become the nucleus for the Web of Data. Though there are interlingual links
between different language versions of Wikipedia, there are knowledge bases in
other languages which are not interlinked. For example, XLore [136] is an RDF
Chinese knowledge base which provides a semantic representation of national
1http://www.w3.org/DesignIssues/LinkedData.html
2http://lod-cloud.net/
3http://www.w3.org/TR/owl-ref/#sameAs-def
4http://www.internetworldstats.com/stats7.htm
5http://stats.lod2.eu/languages
6http://wiki.dbpedia.org
3Figure 1.1: Internet world users by language statistics.
knowledge sources (Baidu baike, Hudong baike). Other publishers such as the
French National Library [117], the Spanish National Library [130], the British
Museum7 make their data available using RDF model in their own language.
Overall, there are many resources to be interlinked in the LOD cloud.
The growing number of RDF data sources with multilingual labels and the
importance of cross-lingual links for other Semantic Web applications motivate
our interest in cross-lingual link discovery.
One of the key challenges of linked data is to be able to discover links across
datasets [34]. This problem is particularly difficult when entities are described in
different natural languages on which string similarity measures cannot be applied
directly. Hence, other approaches for bridging languages must be considered.
The importance of cross-lingual data interlinking has been discussed in several
works [16, 46, 47]. Recently a Best Practices for Multilingual Linked Open Data
Community Group8 has been created to elaborate a large spectrum of practices
with regard to multilingual LOD.
Cross-lingual interlinking consists in discovering links between identical re-
sources across diverse RDF sources in different languages, see Figure 2.5. It is
7http://collection.britishmuseum.org/
8http://www.w3.org/community/bpmlod/
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particularly challenging due to several reasons:
(a) the structure of graphs can be different and the structure-based techniques
may not be of much help;
(b) even if the structures are similar to one another, the properties themselves
and their values are expressed in different natural languages.
The approaches proposed in this thesis deal with symbolic information extracted
from RDF graphs: the values of properties are usually natural language words.
We adopt a Natural Language Processing (NLP) approach to address the prob-
lem of finding the same object described in two different languages.
The contribution of this thesis is a study of techniques for cross-lingual data
interlinking. To evaluate such techniques, a general framework for interlinking
identical RDF resources is first proposed. This framework can be viewed as a
tool for evaluating the techniques. The main features of the proposed framework
are:
(a) an RDF data set can be described only in one natural language, no multi-
linguality is required;
(b) the approaches work without prior ontology matching;
(c) the framework includes several modifiable parameters which are tested dur-
ing evaluation.
The obtained results depend on two components: (1) the resource representation
containing symbolic information from graphs; (2) application of language-specific
techniques to these representations. In particular, we investigate the impact of
machine translation and multilingual lexicon mapping on the resource compar-
ison. The best F-measure results using machine translation exceed 0.90 on a
language pair as distinct as English-Chinese.
Availability of cross-lingual links is imperative for several neighboring re-
search areas. For example, to overcome the problem of ontology heterogeneity,
some research has been done on monolingual ontology integration based on in-
stances interlinked by owl:sameAs [139]. If owl:sameAs links could be provided
between instances expressed in different languages, other experiments on inte-
grating underlying ontologies could be conducted. The owl:sameAs links between
instances can be also valuable in applications such as Question Answering over
multilingual structured knowledge-base [18] since a system can take advantage
of the information presented in a language different from a language that is
being queried. Hence, links between corresponding elements of the heteroge-
neous sources facilitate the integration of Web data and the uniform access to
heterogeneous repositories.
5The rest of the thesis is structured as follows. Chapter 2 focuses on the
cross-lingual interlinking problem and research questions which are addressed in
the present research. The chapter provides preliminaries on RDF graphs and
cross-lingual graphs in particular. It clarifies what information can be used for
their interlinking. Chapter 3 provides an overview of the state of the art and
related research in neighboring areas. The problem of object matching has been
studied in several fields such as databases, cross-lingual information retrieval,
multilingual ontology matching. Advantages and disadvantages of approaches
to tackle information in different languages are discussed. The present research
is also classified according to existing classifications of matching techniques in the
Semantic Web. Chapter 4 describes a general framework for interlinking RDF
resources described in different languages. The framework incorporates a chain
of processes that are parameterized. This framework allows to evaluate cross-
lingual techniques in a systematic way. The experiments relying on machine
translation are described in Chapters 5 and 7. In Chapter 5, a translation-based
interlinking method is proposed and evaluated on the entities described in the
English and Chinese languages. All entities represent named entities, e.g., actors,
geographical places. However, we consider our method applicable to any type
of Web resources. In order to verify that the performance of the approach does
not depend on the presence of a name of a named entity, several experiments
are conducted on a different type of data. Chapter 6 presents an interlinking
method based on an external multilingual lexicon. This BabelNet-based method
is compared to the machine translation method. Chapter 7 deals with thesauri
matching. Several methods for interlinking general concepts from multilingual
thesauri are evaluated. The concepts from the TheSoz thesaurus are described
in three languages: English, French and German. The chapter also contains the
evaluation of the translation-based method on concepts from EuroVoc in English
and AGROVOC in Chinese. Chapter 8 describes perspectives on cross-lingual
data interlinking. In particular, the design of an experiment for testing the hy-
pothesis that the amount of textual information needed for resource interlinking
depends on the nature of the resources. It also describes possible scenarios for
combining machine translation and lexicon-based methods. Both methods could
be complementary and may counterbalance each other. Finally, the conclusions
are formulated in Chapter 9.
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Chapter 2
Interlinking RDF Data in
Different Languages
Abstract. In this chapter, we introduce the problem of cross-lingual
data interlinking. Our research goal is to evaluate cross-lingual tech-
niques which could facilitate linking different graphs with literals
in different languages. We adopt a language-oriented approach and
consider textual labels in graphs.
Qui se ressemble s’assemble.
— French proverb
The same knowledge can be expressed by different people, in different ways,
and in different natural languages. This state of matters makes communication
not very easy. However, even with the development of communication technolo-
gies, the same problems continue to hold their positions.
With the progress in global interconnectivity, communicating systems need to
easily access to a variety of data sources in order to retrieve relevant information
about resources. However, heterogeneity can be an obstacle to such access.
There are several types of heterogeneity described in the literature [62, 97, 98,
115], in particular:
• Syntactic heterogeneity: differences in machine-readable aspects of repre-
sentation and encodings of data;
• Structural heterogeneity: differences in metadata standards;
• Semantic heterogeneity: the same meaning of the data can be expressed
in different ways.
7
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These types of heterogeneity are present in the Semantic Web. At the syn-
tactic level, heterogeneity is resolved by encoding knowledge in RDF and using
Unicode. The use of various schemes and languages for describing RDF knowl-
edge can lead to structural heterogeneity. In this thesis, we deal with the problem
of semantic heterogeneity, i.e., the same knowledge can be described differently
by different data providers, in particular, the descriptions can be provided in
different natural languages.
Section 2.1 presents the preliminaries about the RDF model and shows how
it is used to represent knowledge. Section 2.2 illustrates the problem of cross-
lingual interlinking. We argue that interlinking can be based on language el-
ements collected from knowledge descriptions. Research goals and questions
which are answered throughout this thesis are specified in Sections 2.3 and 2.4.
Sections 2.5 specifies the assumptions used in our study.
2.1 Resource Description Framework
Information is scattered on the Web. And this also holds for the Semantic
Web. The Semantic Web provides technologies such as the Resource Descrip-
tion Framework (RDF) [65] for representing data on the web. Due to RDF,
information on the Web can be turned from the unstructured collection into the
structured data. RDF is a W3C data model according to which a resource is
described by triples. A triple consists of a subject, a predicate, and an object.
A predicate relates a subject to an object. Each subject and predicate (and
optionally, object) component of an RDF statement is identified by a Uniform
Resource Identifier (URI)1 or a blank node2. An object can be also a literal:
a Unicode string with optional language tags. Since data sets are created by
publishers independently, there can be several URIs denoting the same resource
across different RDF data sets. As a result, one needs to address the prob-
lem of entity resolution: identify and interlink the same entity across multiple
data sources. An RDF resource description can remind feature structures used
to represent linguistic knowledge as feature graphs [61] and conceptual graphs
[122].
RDF statements form a directed labeled graph where the graph nodes repre-
sent resources and the edges represent typed relations between these resources.
A set of statements about a resource constitutes a description set which contains
certain characteristics of a resource and thus can ground the resource “identity”.
In our framework, we restrain the definition of RDF as a graph + identifiers (la-
bels), see Figure 2.1. The identification of resources can be based on graph
1http://www.w3.org/TR/2004/REC-rdf-concepts-20040210/#dfn-URI-reference
2http://www.w3.org/TR/2004/REC-rdf-concepts-20040210/#dfn-blank-node
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Figure 2.1: The directed labeled graph. The ellipse represents a resource identi-
fied by the URI, the round circle represents a blank node, and the boxes represent
labels. Arrows represent relations.
structure and node labels. However, this problem can become particularly diffi-
cult when there are multilingual elements in a graph: string matching techniques
can be inefficient. Hence, language-oriented techniques must be considered.
Definition of an RDF Graph: An RDF graph G is a set of triples (s, p, o)
where s ∈ U ∪ B ; p ∈ U and o ∈ U ∪ B ∪ L. Here U stands for URIs, B –
for blank nodes and L – for literals (strings). A triple (s, p, o) forms a statement
in which s is the subject, p is the predicate and o is the object of this triple.
In the context of RDF, two types of properties should be distinguished:
Datatype property : a predicate p is called a datatype property in G if in any
triple (s, p, o) the object o ∈ L.
Object property : a predicate p is called an object property in G if in any
triple (s, p, o) the object o ∈ U ∪ B.
RDF is usually expressed in a concrete serialization format. There are sev-
eral formats3 which allow to write RDF in a compact text form. A document
containing data expressed in one of the formats is a textual representation of an
RDF graph. To illustrate, Figure 2.2 shows an N-Triple document. It contains
a sequence which represents the subject, predicate and object of an RDF triple.
The sequence is terminated by a dot ‘.’ A set of N-Triples can be converted4 into
an RDF/XML document as shown in Figure 2.3. Finally, it can be visualized5 as
a graph in a human-friendly form which is easier to read by humans as depicted
in Figure 2.4.
In Figure 2.3, there are some properties with “rdfs” prefix, e.g., “rdfs:label”,
“rdfs:comment”. These properties make part of RDF Schema6.
3http://www.w3.org/TR/rdf-syntax-grammar/
4http://rdf-translator.appspot.com/
5https://www.w3.org/RDF/Validator/
6https://www.w3.org/TR/rdf-schema/
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Figure 2.3: An example of an RDF/XML document.
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2.2 Cross-lingual RDF Data Interlinking
In Ontology Matching (OM), there exist a distinction between multilingual
matching and cross-lingual matching. Three types of ontology matching
are defined [123]:
1. Monolingual OM: ontology concepts are matched in a single language, e.g.,
the terms of both ontologies are in French;
2. Multilingual OM: ontology concepts are matched at least in two common
languages;
3. Cross-lingual OM: ontology concepts are matched either by translating the
source langue into the target one, or translating the target language into
the source one; or translating both source and target languages into a pivot
language. The number of languages to be translated can be more than one.
A slightly different differentiation between multilingual and cross-lingual on-
tology matching can be found in [32]. It makes multilingual matching more
general by allowing to translate terms, i.e., ontology concepts are matched using
multiple translated terms. However, cross-lingual matching is narrowed down to
ontology matching with labels in two different languages.
We adopt this distinction in this thesis. This thesis addresses the RDF
data interlinking cross-lingually. All conducted experiments include comparisons
between two different languages.
Problem description. Given two RDF data sets with resources described in
different natural languages, identify the same entities represented in different
data sets and link them using owl:sameAs links. As a simple example, two
graphs with multilingual elements to be interlinked are shown in Figure 2.5.
On the basis of this example, the following observations can be made con-
cerning the elements on which similarity can rely:
• URI’s : Two different URIs identify potentially identical resources, so it is
not possible to rely on URIs. This is why data interlinking is necessary.
• Structure: The graph structures are different. However, if the structures
were the same, properties and their values (literals) would be still in dif-
ferent languages.
• Literals: The datatype property values are literals in different languages.
These linguistic elements can be used for comparing resources.
• Ontology : Resources can be described with the same ontology. Resources
belonging to the same ontological class can be compared between them-
selves. This could reduce the number of possible comparisons as there is
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Figure 2.5: Interlinking RDF resources described in different natural languages.
Two ellipses represent resources, an ellipse labelled “Museum” represents an
ontological class which these resources belong to, the arrows represent predicates,
and boxes represent objects with literals.
no sense to compare totally different resources, e.g., museums and ani-
mals. In the example, both resources belong to the Museum class. Even
though ontology provides information that both of these resources describe
museums, it is still not enough to conclude that it is the same museum.
In this thesis, we design an interlinking framework which takes advantage of
language elements in a graph. The proposed cross-lingual string based method
relies on textual annotations associated with each resource, i.e., the comparison
is based on literals.
2.3 Goals
Our research goal is to assess the suitability of NLP techniques for cross-lingual
data interlinking.
We develop an approach in which RDF resources are represented as text
documents and then compared. We apply standard Natural Language Processing
(NLP) techniques (document preprocessing, term weights, similarity measures)
on these documents. Considering that RDF resources are described in different
languages, we particularly explore two strategies [66]:
• Applying Machine Translation (MT) in cross-lingual RDF data interlink-
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ing [67];
• Using references to external multilingual resources [68].
To achieve this goal, we also pursue the following aims:
1. Identify data sets which can be used for experiments;
2. Build test sets (i.e., RDF test sets in different languages with a set of
reference links);
3. Generate cross-lingual links;
4. Evaluate the performance of the proposed approach.
2.4 Research Questions
Our general research question is: To what extent is it possible to interlink data
sets in different languages? To answer this question, within the framework de-
scribed in Chapter 4, we need to explore which parameters influence this task.
More specifically:
1. How to represent entities from RDF graphs?
• How many language elements shall be collected from graphs?
2. How to make entities described in different natural languages comparable?
• Is machine translation an appropriate medium to identify resource in
two different languages?
• Is a multilingual lexicon an appropriate medium to identify resource
in two different languages?
• What method performs better: a method based on translation tech-
nology or multilingual lexicon?
• What is the impact of translating one language into another or pivot
language?
• How does the output of similarity measures vary according to the
context?
All these parameters are studied with respect to specific contexts (language pairs,
data set types, amount of textual data available).
2.5 Assumptions
Our work applies under the following assumptions about the techniques pre-
sented in this thesis:
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1. The data to be linked are represented as a graph.
2. An RDF graph is labelled in natural languages. We assume the presence
of language elements in a data set (properties and values). The methods
are not suitable for RDF graphs containing purely numerical data.
3. The same natural language is used within one dataset.
2.6 Summary
Linking identical RDF resources is an interesting and a difficult problem to
address. In the Semantic Web, knowledge is represented as a graph making
the graph linking process significantly different from the traditional document
comparison. Moreover, the same knowledge can be expressed in different lan-
guages which requires application of language-specific techniques in order to find
correct correspondences from both languages. We introduced the cross-lingual
interlinking problem which involves linking identical resources described in dif-
ferent natural languages from two RDF data sets. There are different elements
in a graph on which the similarity between resources can be computed. This
thesis investigates cross-lingual data interlinking based on literals. As literals
are taken as a basis for resource comparison, this explains the choice of the NLP
approach which is described in detail in Chapter 4.
The next chapter reviews state of the art and recent research efforts in cross-
lingual data interlinking.
Chapter 3
State of the Art
Abstract. In this chapter, we review NLP techniques which allow to
compare information in different languages. The problem of finding
the same object across languages has been studied in many fields.
Overcoming the language barrier may be simple or require external
language resources.
Different domains study the problem of bringing together information about
the same entity from multiple sources or searching for the same entity across mul-
tiple sources. We identified several of them. Each domain deals with resources
represented as a database record or a raw text or a graph. In databases, this
problem is known as record linkage. In Natural Language Processing (NLP), this
problem is addressed in entity resolution, plagiarism detection, and cross-lingual
information retrieval.
We singled out three main approaches to deal with information in differ-
ent languages from these domains. Approaches relying on syntactic similarity
between languages are reviewed in Section 3.2. Approaches which create an
intermediate (interlingual) representation of textual content are described in
Section 3.3. Finally, translation-based approaches are presented in Section 3.4.
Multilingual resources which can be used to bridge the language barrier are
assembled in Section 3.5.
In the Semantic Web, there are two domains which deal with object reconcili-
ation. Notably, ontology matching aims at establishing correspondences between
equivalent classes of different ontologies (see Section 3.6.1) and data interlinking
where our research topic belongs to (see Section 3.6.2).
The backbone of our research is the multilingual aspect of representations of
the same object. As such, methods and techniques used to bridge the gap across
languages are emphasized.
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3.1 Positioning with Respect to Other Fields
The problem of searching for the same entity across multiple sources dates back
to the 1960s. In databases, the problem of finding information related to the
same entity (person, place, etc.) from different sources is known under differ-
ent names such as record linkage [33], deduplication [118], name matching [12],
instance identification, record matching or the merge/purge problem [53]. For
data integration purposes, information related to the same resource needs to be
aggregated. The “duplicate record detection” is studied in [31] and a thorough
survey is provided on the matching techniques. Many methods rely on character-
based similarity, i.e., edit distance, but they are not appropriate for records in
different languages. Though there has been much work done on record linkage,
most of it concerns approaches for entities described in the same language. Very
few research efforts have been dedicated to the problem of cross-lingual record
linkage. Record linkage is related to our research in the sense that the duplicate
RDF resources from heterogeneous data sources should be detected, whereas
the search for duplicate records is done within a single data source complying
to the same schema. Also, it contains neither the cross-lingual aspect nor RDF
semantics or ontologies.
In NLP, the problems of entity resolution and cross-document coreference
resolution [7] gained a close attention due to their complexity and importance for
Information Retrieval, Question Answering, etc. The task of entity resolution
is to find out whether the occurrences of a name in different natural language
texts refer to the same object. There is no general solution to this problem,
and the decision whether two names refer to the same entity usually relies on
contextual clues. The research object of coreference resolution is a raw text,
while in our case it is a graph, in which knowledge is split across this graph, i.e.,
knowledge is expressed in the form of graph structure and property values.
Cross-lingual entity linking has been addressed in the Knowledge Base Pop-
ulation track (KBP2011)[60] within the Text Analysis conference. The task of
this track is to link entity mentions in a text to their counterparts in a knowledge
base (Wikipedia). An entity mention is represented as a character string, so no
RDF model is used for entity representation. If entity mentions are not in the
knowledge base, they should be clustered into a separate group. Experiments
were done both on monolingual (English) and cross-lingual (Chinese to English)
data. Both language-independent and translation-based methods were used for
that purpose [84].
In the field of Information Retrieval (IR), within the framework of the Cross-
Language Evaluation Forum (CLEF)1, the Web People Search Evaluation Cam-
1http://www.clef-initiative.eu/
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paigns (2007-2010)2 focused on the Web People Search and person name ambi-
guity on Web pages and aimed at building a system which could estimate the
number of referents and cluster Web pages that refer to the same individual into
one group. The research was performed on monolingual data.
Another related area is that of detecting the original text over its multi-
lingual versions known as cross-lingual plagiarism detection [8]. The goal
of plagiarism detection is to find an unauthorized copy of the original textual
document in another language. This assumes that there is an initial original
text which has been copied. In our research, the goal is to find identical RDF
resources referred to the same entity (real-world or figurative). Thus, the origi-
nal is this entity which is not expressed in some language. The goal of resource
interlinking is to find a similarity which will maximize the chance that the two
entity representations expressed in different languages refer to the same thing.
Thus, there is no “original” in textual sense, all language representations are
equal and the entity itself is detached. The “original” is a described entity, and
the goal is to find the copies of it in different languages.
In contrast to plagiarism detection, we aim at providing insights into the
problem of cross-lingual interlinking given that data are represented in RDF,
and we can vary different parameters in order to determine their impact on the
interlinking operation. Our goal is to find resources which were created, legiti-
mately and independently, in different languages. It is not important if one data
publisher copied or “plagiarized” the resource description from another pub-
lisher. Even if it were copied, it would facilitate the process of finding similarity
between these resources and, as a consequence, resource interlinking. In plagia-
rism detection, some modifications made to the original text can also facilitate
the detection. However, the difficult part of plagiarism detection is to detect
which changes exactly can serve as a proof of plagiarism.
A classification of methods for cross-lingual plagiarism detection is given in
[102]. Methods found in the plagiarism detection domain were mostly borrowed
from the cross-lingual information retrieval field which is reviewed next.
Another NLP application which deals with information processing in dif-
ferent languages is Cross-lingual Information Retrieval (CLIR) [42, 48].
The goal of CLIR is to facilitate information access across languages. This
field investigates the ability of retrieval systems to find documents related to
a query regardless of the language in which the documents are written. There
exist several evaluation tracks. Until 2002, there was a Cross-Language Track
at TREC (Text Retrieval Conference). The cross-language retrieval tasks are
studied at Cross-Language Evaluation Forum (CLEF)3 and at NTCIR evalua-
2http://nlp.uned.es/weps/weps-3
3http://www.clef-campaign.org/
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tion workshops4 (emphasis on Asian languages). Another forum for comparing
models and techniques for cross-lingual document retrieval is an Indian Forum
for Information Retrieval Evaluation5[73].
The TIDES (Translingual Information Detection Extraction and Summariza-
tion) program promoted the development of language technology which improves
translingual information access and correlation. Within this program, evalua-
tion called “TIDES Surprise Language Exercise” has been developed. The par-
ticipating research groups are presented with a “surprise” language for which
cross-lingual technologies should be improved. The challenges to development
of translation resources and cross-lingual retrieval for Cebuano and Hindi lan-
guages are described in [96]. The main difficulties encountered are the lack of
linguistic and textual resources for the Cebuano language and problems with
encodings for Hindi [126].
Extended surveys on state-of-the art techniques in the CLIR are provided in
[63, 99, 140].
In contrast to our work, the CLIR deals with short queries represented in a
natural language, on the one side, and with a big collection of documents on the
other side. For RDF resource interlinking purposes, SPARQL queries are used
to retrieve the necessary information from a graph. However, such queries are
represented in the form of variables and not in the form of textual data which can
be compared directly with another text collection. Moreover, the information
retrieval system should retrieve related articles per query where relatedness can
be understood quite loosely. On the opposite, the goal of our research is to
identify identical resources across data sets and link them using owl:sameAs link
the semantics of which is strict, i.e., indicating object equality.
There is a large variety of approaches for tackling multilingualism found
across the domains. Figure 3.4 depicts the principal approaches for cross-lingual
data processing. The approaches are roughly partitioned into three groups:
syntax-based, interlingual, and translation-based. The partitioning has been
done according to the nature of the required transformation. The figures below
briefly illustrate each of these approaches. Similarity (sim) is computed over
(transformed) textual documents.
text 1 text 2
sim
Figure 3.1: Syntax-based methods compare two texts directly.
The next section presents syntax-based approaches which are the simplest
4http://research.nii.ac.jp/ntcir/workshop/
5http://fire.irsi.res.in/fire
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text 1 text 2
common space
sim
Figure 3.2: Interlingual methods create an intermediate representation for two
texts. The comparison is done between the representations.
text 1 text 2
text 10
target language
sim
Figure 3.3: Translation methods translate the source language of one text into
the target language of the other text.
approaches to deal with two different languages.
Approaches
syntax-based
interlingual
translation
string matching
named entities
multilingual lexicon
ESA
LSA
dictionary
machine translation
Figure 3.4: General categorization of approaches for processing information in
different languages. The methods in bold are experimented with in this thesis.
3.2 Syntax-based Approaches
Syntax based methods rely on syntactic similarities between languages. No addi-
tional (external) resources are required for processing texts in related languages.
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The methods rely on co-occurrence of common words, n-grams (words or char-
acters), longest common subsequence. So, the more frequent the same elements
are in both texts, the more likely the two texts are similar. The major limita-
tion is that the two languages should be alphabetically close. For instance, these
methods are not applicable to a language pair such as Arabic - Russian due to
different alphabets.
A method for cross-lingual information retrieval using overlapping charac-
ter n-grams is evaluated in [77]. It is tested across European languages. It is
demonstrated that high accuracy can be achieved without applying language-
specific resources such as translation. The authors point out that the number
of common raw words shared across related languages is less than the number
of shared n-grams, so the use of n-grams is more efficient. This method is only
applicable to syntactically related languages.
An attempt to improve a bilingual dictionary-based approach by using cog-
nate matching is taken in [74] in the cross-lingual information retrieval. The
approach uses cognates, i.e., words which have a common origin, along with ap-
proximate string matching techniques in order to improve CLIR. The evaluation
is performed on Indian Languages for which queries are in Telugu and docu-
ments to be retrieved are in Hindi. The method proceeds as following. First, the
query is tokenized into keywords. Then, these query keywords are translated
using a bilingual dictionary to obtain the corresponding keywords in a target
language. Also, translated query keywords are searched for their corresponding
cognates in a target language. Cognate identification relies on the assumption
that the likelihood of two words across languages to be cognates is correlated with
their orthographic similarity. As cited in [74], the following string similarities
are used for cognate identification: the Jaro-Winkler, the Levenstein distance
and the longest common subsequence ratio. The query words which have nei-
ther bilingual dictionary entries nor cognates are identified and transliterated
into the target language. The combined query undergone bilingual dictionary
lookup, cognate identification and transliteration is used to retrieve documents
in a target language. The approach is evaluated on Hindi news corpora using the
50 Tegulu queries. The authors conclude that the usage of bilingual dictionary
together with the cognate identification techniques yield more effective results
than using these approaches independently.
A corpus-based translation approach using a Web search engine was adopted
in [21]. In particular, online translation service such as Babelfish6 had been used
to translate English queries into Chinese. The untranslated English query words
have been used in search engines in order to extract Chinese translations. In
experiments with Chinese-Japanese language pair, as Japanese kanji and Chi-
6https://www.babelfish.com/
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nese traditional characters share the same ideographs, it was possible to use
direct mapping through encoding conversion. It was also found that a combina-
tion of query translation and cognate matching between Chinese and Japanese
performed well.
If two languages cannot be compared syntactically directly, other approaches,
more sophisticated, should be considered.
3.3 Interlingual Approaches
Given two different languages, interlingual approaches allow for mapping both
languages into a common space independently from each other. This common
space is represented by an intermediate layer which, however, contains elements
from both compared languages. Interlingual approaches include the use of inter-
mediate representations of both source and target languages. A good example is
a multilingual lexicon which contains a fixed set of concepts expressed in differ-
ent languages. Other methods are based on parallel and comparable corpora and
seek to induce patterns in word occurrences. It might turn out that such cor-
pora do not exist for a given domain or the performance of a system trained on a
specific corpus will decrease when tested on a more general corpus. Comparable
corpora are corpora which contain a pair of monolingual corpora on the same
topics described in different languages. However, these corpora are not transla-
tions of each other [83]. An example of comparable corpus-based method is the
Explicit Semantic Analysis which is discussed below. Approaches which rely on
lexical resources often face the problem of scarcity of such resources or the low
coverage of terms. However, such resources are indispensable for cross-lingual
text analysis and applications.
One type of interlingual mediation is mapping source language terms into a
multilingual lexicon. In [125], the EuroWordNet multilingual database is used
to find appropriate translations for query terms. For each query in Spanish, the
possible EuroWordNet synsets (a set of senses) are identified and then disam-
biguated using a word-sense disambiguation algorithm. Since each synset has
lexicalizations in different languages, the equivalent English lexicalisations of
the disambiguated synsets would be used for retrieval against an English doc-
ument collection. A method which indexes a document collection and a query
by EuroWordNet interlingual index is discussed in [43]. This method creates a
language-independent representation where each document is represented as a
vector of weighted interlingual index records. Document indexing is performed
in two steps. First, document terms are mapped to interlingual index records.
To do this, part-of-speech tagging is performed and only nouns and verbs are
considered. In order to select from multiple synsets, word-sense disambiguation
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is applied. Once disambiguated, the synsets are mapped into the interlingual in-
dex. The second step includes weighting of this representation, by using standard
weighting schemes for example, TF·IDF. Finally, matching between documents
shall be performed by computing cosine similarity between document and query
representations.
The MLPlag system for plagiarism detection across languages is proposed in
[19]. The method analyses word positions and uses EuroWordNet multilingual
database for transforming documents into an interlingual representation. Eu-
roWordNet is a multilingual version of WordNet which contains synonym sets
(synsets). A unique index or synset identifier is assigned to a synset. The same
synset in different languages has the same index which allows for document rep-
resentation in a language-independent form by substituting a term of a document
by an index from EuroWordNet. The evaluation is performed on two datasets in
the Czech and English languages. The evaluation on a subset of the JRC-Acquis
corpus consisting of European legislative texts [124] achieves the F-measure of
0.72. The authors point out that the insufficient word coverage in a multilingual
database of one of the languages can perturb the system performance. The de-
crease in results can also be due to the topic-specific terms which do not occur
in the multilingual database.
Latent Semantic Indexing (LSI) which requires parallel texts in both lan-
guages to find co-occurrence patterns is investigated in [72]. LSI assumes the
presence of “latent” structure in word usage which is camouflaged by the variabil-
ity in word usage [11]. The method translates the documents into a language-
independent indexing space. The advantage of the method is that it exploits
word associations, i.e., contexts in which words appear. Thus, the learned rela-
tionships between words can help to retrieve a relevant document even if it does
not contain an exact query term. In [22], a parallel aligned corpus is used in
31 languages. The corpus consists of the Bible’s translations aligned by verse.
The authors found out that much information is contained in inflectional mor-
phemes in morphologically rich languages, thus, text pre-processing might be
necessary to improve the retrieval. Overall, a large number of parallel transla-
tions in training data improves the precision of CLIR. The problem with using
parallel corpora is that it can be quite costly to acquire a large collection of
correct translations.
The Explicit Semantic Analysis (ESA) proposed by [38, 39] represents a
comparable corpus-based method. This method represents the meaning of a
text explicitly via a vector of concepts from Wikipedia. The authors argue that
the use of encyclopedic knowledge is the most appropriate medium for programs
analyzing natural language texts. The method used an encyclopedia as a set of
concepts. Each concept corresponds to the encyclopedic article which contains a
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body of text. The method uses knowledge encoded in the text. Given an input
text, the method identifies the most relevant concepts by comparing the input
text to the text of the articles. The core of the method is that it represents
the meaning of an input text using a weighted vector of all Wikipedia concepts.
A collection of concepts represents an n-dimensional semantic space, and the
meaning of each text is a point in this space. The semantic closeness of two
texts is determined by their closeness to each other in this space. The docu-
ment similarity has been computed on a monolingual collection of documents
from news. The authors compare the performance of the ESA method to other
methods of document representation (WordNet-based, bag-of-words, LSI) and
conclude that ESA shows improvements over the current methods described in
the literature. Thus, a concept-based text representation is a feasible approach
for computing semantic relatedness between documents.
The ESA method can be used for computing similarity across languages.
Wikipedia is a multilingual resources as it contains articles on the same topics
in different languages. These articles are connected by the interlanguage links.
ESA allows for an interlingual document representation where interlingual part
is represented by concepts which are described in different languages.
[51] extends ESA by applying it to the problem of cross-lingual semantic
relatedness. The ESA concept vector representations are computed on monolin-
gual versions of Wikipedia, however, since concepts are connected via interlan-
guage links, it is possible to map them and compare. The experiments are per-
formed on cross-lingual word pairs in the following data sets: English-Spanish,
English-Arabic, English-Romanian, Spanish-Arabic, Spanish-Romanian, Arabic-
Romanian. The results on cross-lingual data are lower than on monolingual data.
It is also observed that the results improved on languages for which a large col-
lection of Wikipedia articles exists. The authors also compare their extended
version of ESA to a machine translation method in which they translate the
first word of the input word pair into the language of the second word. Google
Translate has been employed to obtain the translations. Once translated, the
similarity between words is calculated using the monolingual ESA. Results ob-
tained by the machine translation are slightly lower than the results by the
cross-lingual relatedness method. The experiments have been performed on the
pairs of words, and the results may be different if longer texts are considered.
The Cross-Language Explicit Semantic Analysis (CL-ESA) has been pro-
posed in [119]. The influence of different parameters of the original ESA mode
in the context of cross-lingual information retrieval is studied in [120, 121]. The
experiments involved English, French and German Wikipedia articles which ex-
ist in all three languages (linked by interlanguage links). The articles have been
used in order to construct a common concept space. The experiments have been
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performed on two parallel corpora. For evaluation, parallel documents from one
language were taken as queries to search parallel documents in another language.
Since corpora are parallel, corresponding translations are known. The obtained
results using the ESA are compared against the “gold standard” (these known
correspondences). The authors conclude that the original ESA settings are plau-
sible though they can be modified so that better results are obtained. However,
cosine similarity which defines similarity of query and document vectors remains
the best choice.
Compared to the Latent Semantic Indexing (LSI), ESA represents a docu-
ment in terms of explicit external concepts while LSI computes such concepts
from a parallel corpus. In this sense the concepts are “latent”, i.e., not explicit
but implicit.
Cross-lingual information processing can be necessary for cross-lingual topic
(event) detection and tracking. The topic “detection and tracking” is con-
cerned with evolution of the event through time [2]. With the growing amount
of multilingual information from internet-based sources, internet surveillance sys-
tems should be capable to harvest and analyse this information. For instance,
data analysts are interested to see how the same news is discussed in different
linguistic communities. In cross-lingual settings, a language component which
bridges the gap between languages is necessary. The possible solutions include
the methods reviewed above. [103] concentrates on automated news analysis and
presents a system which tracks news on the same topics in English, German,
French, Spanish and Italian. The method, instead of translation, uses several
techniques: a) cognates (common strings across languages, including named en-
tities); b) geographical place names mentions; c) mapping document terms to a
multilingual thesaurus (thus constructing a vector of identifiers). EuroVoc has
been used as a multilingual thesaurus. Each of the thesaurus identifiers has only
one translation into several languages, so the document can be represented in a
language-independent manner by the identifiers. Text preprocessing (lemmati-
zation, stemming and part-of-speech tagging) is not performed in order to speed
up the process. The authors claim that the lack of language normalization does
not play a big role, however, if dealing with more inflected languages it might
be more useful to perform preprocessing. The authors highlight that the perfor-
mance is promising but it is worse than the performance on monolingual data. A
rich Chinese-English topic corpus which can be used for evaluating cross-lingual
topic detection and text analysis methods is introduced in [137]. Once again,
topic detection looks for related topics, while data interlinking by owl:sameAs
presumes that two objects are identical.
An alternative to an interlingual approach would be a translation-based ap-
proach. Such an approach transforms one or both languages directly following
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a language model and rules. A translation-based approach can be viewed as a
more flexible approach as it intervenes into the language material directly. De-
pending on the implementation, the approach requires knowledge of language
grammar, syntax and usage probabilities.
3.4 Translation-based Approaches
Translation-based approaches are characterized according to the translation means:
dictionary or corpus-based approaches, and machine translation (MT). Dictionary-
based methods [69] rely on the use of bilingual term lists. Source language
terms are substituted by dictionary equivalents of the target language. Thus,
the cross-lingual problem is turned into a monolingual one by means of a dictio-
nary. Problems with a dictionary-based method can be the low term coverage, a
domain-oriented dictionary which either ignores or consists of specialized terms.
Another difficulty lies in the presence of multiple translation variants. In this
case, word sense disambiguation is required, otherwise recall might grow at the
expense of precision.
Machine translation-based methods rely on a machine translation engine.
There are several types of machine translation (rule-based, example-based, hy-
brid, statistical). With the development of Web, it seems that the statistical
machine translation can benefit from it the most. Statistical MT requires train-
ing on a large amount of parallel corpora [83]. Given the size of the Web and
the large quantity of textual material available online, statistical MT systems
can be trained on it. The output translation can be less correct grammatically
than that of a ruled-based system, however, it will be compensated by the vo-
cabulary/phrase coverage. The well-known MT engines are Google7 and Bing8
translators. Other online translators are BabelFish9, PROMT10 and Yandex11.
The work of [8] extends the classification of [102] by evaluating machine trans-
lation method for plagiarism detection purposes.
A method for identifying the same records across databases in different lan-
guages is presented in [9]. The proposed method has been evaluated on Japanese
image databases where print descriptions are in English and Japanese. However,
it can be applicable to other languages as well. The proposed method is based on
the comparison of text values of metadata fields, namely, the titles. The prints
come from different museum collections (Japanese and Western) and, as a result,
the same print can have different titles: a title in Japanese, a title translated
7http://translate.google.com
8https://www.bing.com/translator/
9https://www.babelfish.com/about-us/
10http://www.online-translator.com/
11https://translate.yandex.com/
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into English or latin-transliteration of a Japanese name. To identify the same
print across databases in different languages, two representations are used: 1)
latin-transliteration of the title and 2) English title. Two types of similarity are
calculated:
Similarity based on proper nouns. In English titles, all words which do not
appear in a bilingual English-Japanese dictionary are considered as transliterated
proper nouns. The degree of similarity grows as the number of matching proper
nouns increases. This type of similarity is used to compute similarity between
databases where print descriptions are in English or transliterated.
Similarity based on literal translation. In English titles, words which are not
proper names are literally translated into Japanese using the bilingual English-
Japanese dictionary, and then this translation is transliterated. A degree of
similarity is computed between latin-transliteration titles and transliterated ver-
sions of the English title’s translation.
The precision of proper noun-based similarity (weighting of matching proper
nouns along with partial string matching) is 65,4%. The highest precision of
81,4% has been obtained by using literal translation, weighting of matching
proper nouns and partial string matching. The authors have not done eval-
uation between English and Japanese titles expressed in Japanese characters.
The proposed approaches have performed well on relatively short pieces of text
(record titles).
In the cross-lingual information retrieval, translation can be applied to a
query into a target language [41, 75] or to documents into the query language
[95]. Dictionary-based approaches [100] employ bilingual machine readable dic-
tionaries in order to replace the source language words by target language trans-
lations. The difficulties of such approaches are translation ambiguity, translation
of phrases by its compounds, and the low coverage of vocabulary, i.e., unknown
modern words might be omitted. In corpus-based approaches, the translation
equivalents are obtained directly from parallel or comparable corpora [106].
If translation resources are difficult to obtain for a particular language pair,
it is possible to translate both a source and a target language into some third
language called a pivot language. This would allow to convert original language
representations into a common language representation, so that monolingual
similarity methods could be applied.
The present thesis contains experiments involving interlingual and machine
translation approaches. As our task is to link RDF resources, we preferred a
multilingual lexicon in RDF.
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3.5 Multilingual Resources
In order to link RDF resources across languages, interlingual approaches can
be applied. As discussed in Section 3.3, multilingual lexicons can be used for
creating intermediate representations for entities to be compared. In this section,
several multilingual lexical resources are highlighted which are and can be used
for bridging the language gap across information in different languages.
Table 3.1 summarizes information about these resources. The resources are
organized according to their content. Lexical relations include synonyms, hyper-
nyms, hyponyms, etc.
Table 3.1: Multilingual resources.
resource name #languages content type of relations
JRC-Acquis 21 parallel corpus paragraph alignment
Europarl 21 parallel corpus sentence alignment
Wikipedia 291 articles cross-language links
WordNet 1 synsets lexical
EuroWordNet 8 synsets interlingual index
WikiNet over 100 synsets interlingual index
BabelNet 271 synsets interlingual index
Wiktionary over 170 lexical entries lexical
DBnary 21 lexical entries LEMON ontology
The JRC-Acquis [124] is a parallel corpus constructed from the European
Union legislative documents including obligations, international agreements, etc.
The corpus contains texts in 21 languages. Paragraph alignment is available for
190+ language pair combinations in XML format. Moreover, texts are classi-
fied according to EuroVoc subject domains. As pointed out in [124], parallel
corpora exist for a small number of language combinations, often involving En-
glish. Thus, this corpus enriches publicly available lexical resources by providing
alignments between rare language combinations such Estonian-Maltese.
Another parallel corpus consisting of extracted proceedings of the European
parliament is Europarl [64]. The corpus includes utterances of speakers in 21
European languages: Romance (French, Italian, Spanish, Portuguese, Roma-
nian), Germanic (English, Dutch, German, Danish, Swedish), Slavic (Bulgarian,
Czech, Polish, Slovak, Slovene), Finno-Ugric (Finnish, Hungarian, Estonian),
Baltic (Latvian, Lithuanian), and Greek12. The corpus consists of sentence
aligned texts. Each language version is aligned with its English counterpart.
12http://www.statmt.org/europarl/
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Parallel corpora are important for training statistical machine translation sys-
tems as well as for finding co-occurrence patterns across languages.
Wikipedia13 is a crowd-sourced encyclopedia which contains articles on dif-
ferent topics and named entities. It contains more than 5 millions articles in
English. The features which make Wikipedia particularly valuable are its mul-
tilinguality and universality (i.e., it is not domain-specific). As per the end of
2015, there are 291 different language editions14. Due to the cross-language links,
it is possible to have descriptions of the same topic in different languages. Thus,
Wikipedia can be exploited as a source of comparable corpora, for instance, for
identifying word translations [107].
WordNet [82] is a lexical database of the English language. It is free and
publicly available. Words are grouped into unordered synsets (sets of synony-
mous words) used to express concepts. Synsets are interlinked by means of
lexical relations: hyponymy (more specific terms such as “piano” and “saxo-
phone” for a “musical instrument”), hypernymy (more general terms such as
“rhododendron” for “azalea”), antonymy (terms opposite in meaning such as
polar vs. equatorial), meronymy (part to whole relation such as “eye” for “face”
or “toe” for “foot”). A synset can contain a brief definition (“gloss”) in the
form of a short sentence illustrating the use of the synset elements. WordNet
differentiates between types (common nouns) and instances (specific entities, for
instance, persons or geographic locations). Thus, a tiger is a type of a cat, John
Lennon is an instance of a rock star. Later this initiative has been extended to
other languages.
EuroWordNet [132] consists of language-specific wordnets which are linked
to the English WordNet. It is a multilingual database which contains separate
wordnets with lexicalizations in several European languages (English, Dutch,
Spanish, Italian, German, French, Czech and Estonian). The wordnets follow
the same structure as WordNet. An interlingual index connects the different
wordnets together. The languages are interconnected via this index, so it is
possible to find related words in another language. The Global WordNet associ-
ation15 promotes the development of wordnets for all languages in the world.
A knowledge-rich lexical resource is proposed in [88, 89]. WikiNet is a
concept network created automatically by exploiting knowledge from Wikipedia.
The nodes of this network are concepts represented by Wikipedia articles and
categories. The edges are relations between these concepts which are taken from
infoboxes, categories and article texts. WikiNet is a multilingual resource as
each concept is lexicalized in different languages. These lexicalizations can be
13https://www.wikipedia.org/
14https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/List of Wikipedias
15http://globalwordnet.org/
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accessed through the multilingual concept index. Multilingual lexicalizations are
created from the interlanguage links. WikiNet mirrors the structure of WordNet,
however it covers named entities better.
The Universal Networking Language (UNL) is a formal language for
representing and describing the information from natural language texts. It can
serve as an interlingua for representing content of a text independently of its
original natural language. Information from a natural language text is encoded
as a graph in which nodes are concepts linked by labeled edges which stand
for relations between the nodes. It can be viewed as a semantic network in
which nodes are Universal Words and attributes and edges are UNL relations.
The use of UNL for multilingual information processing (retrieval and machine
translation) is discussed in [15].
Some lexical semantic resources are also published as linked data. The
LIDER project16 aims at providing interlinked language resources (corpora, dic-
tionaries, etc.) for exploitation in multilingual content analytics across different
media resources.
WordNet has been converted in RDF [129]. BabelNet [91] is a multilin-
gual semantic network which covers 271 languages in BabelNet 3.0 edition. The
nodes of this network are concepts and named entities. The concepts are con-
nected by semantic relations. Each node comprises a set of lexicalizations of
the concept in different languages. It integrates several lexical resources such
as WordNet, Wikipedia, OmegaWiki, Open Multilingual WordNet, Wiktionary,
and Wikidata. It also employed statistical machine translation to get transla-
tions for BabelNet concepts which are not covered in resource-poor languages.
Thus, BabelNet covers languages (vocabularies) in a balanced manner. Babel-
Net can be used for interlingual representation of multilingual documents due to
language-independent concept identifiers.
DBnary [111, 112] is a multilingual lexicon. It provides multilingual lexical
data extracted from Wiktionary17 in various languages18. DBnary contains lex-
ical data such as lexical entries for each word, translations to other languages,
word senses, definitions, lexical-semantic relations, and morphological informa-
tion. The structure of this lexical resource is based on the LEMON model19.
The extracted data is made available as LLOD (Linguistic Linked Open Data).
Linguistic data includes data in Bulgarian, Dutch, English, Finnish, French,
German, Greek, Italian, Japanese, Polish, Portuguese, Russian, Serbo-Croat,
Spanish, Swedish, Turkish, and other languages adding up to 21 languages in
16http://www.lider-project.eu/?q=what-is-lider
17https://www.wiktionary.org/
18http://kaiko.getalp.org/about-dbnary/
19http://lemon-model.net/
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total.
3.6 Matching in the Semantic Web
In the Knowledge Representation domain, knowledge can be represented at
schema and data levels. Schema level refers to the way data are structured
and reflects the relations between concepts [10]. Data level contains instances
which belong to these concepts. In the description logic, this distinction is also
known as Tboxes and Aboxes respectively.
In the Semantic Web, ontologies are used to model a domain knowledge, and
data can be described according to an ontology. Ontologies may be heteroge-
neous because they are modeled independently by different people using different
terminologies. Ontologies can be also produced by speakers of different language
communities, the multilingual aspect increases the heterogeneity.
Figure 3.5 illustrates two levels at which data interlinking can take place. The
upper part of the figure represents two classes from Ontology A and Ontology B.
Each of these classes is populated with instances. Ontology classes can also be
empty, i.e., do not contain any instances.
The process of finding equivalent classes between two ontologies is called
Ontology Matching [32]. A set of correspondences between classes is called an
alignment.
The process of finding equivalent instances from two different sources is called
data matching [25] or data interlinking [52].
The relation between ontology matching and data linking is discussed in
[109]. The authors argue that both domains can collaborate and benefit from
each other.
Ontology A
schema level
poet
Ontology B
instance level
?>MB
Matsuo Basho˜ ⌧. Л5@<>=B>2
owl:equivalentClass ?
owl:sameAs ?
Figure 3.5: Ontology matching at schema level. Data interlinking at instance
level. Schema level refers to ontological classes and relations, instance level refers
to concrete entities which may belong to some ontology class.
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Matching equivalent resources may be done by computer algorithms or hu-
mans. The advantage of human effort is that it is possible to find more subtle
relations than those of equivalence. The disadvantage is that it can be a slow
and labor-intensive process. Due to the growing amount of available data sources
which can be quite voluminous, it is more feasible to apply the automatic meth-
ods which are capable to provide accurate results.
An overview of methods for ontology matching and data interlinking across
languages is presented in the following sections.
3.6.1 Ontology Matching
Ontology Matching (OM) is a widely researched field, and there are many dif-
ferent methods in order to find corresponding classes of properties as discussed
in [32]. Many matching methods rely on lexical comparison. This technique is
not applicable for matching ontologies expressed in different languages.
In [20], a systematic analysis was done to find the most effective string sim-
ilarity metric for ontology alignment. This work also explores whether string
preprocessing strategies such as tokenization, synonym lookup, translations, nor-
malization, etc. can improve ontology alignment results. The authors mention
that preprocessing procedures do not have a strong impact on performance, how-
ever they confirm that machine translation improves the results when dealing
with different languages. Particular string metrics are suggested depending on
the ontologies to be matched. Transliteration is also beneficial if no translation
is available.
The Ontology Alignment Evaluation Initiative (OAEI)20 is a yearly evalua-
tion campaign aimed at comparing the matching techniques and improving the
research on ontology matching.
Recent developments have been made in multilingual ontology matching. A
MultiFarm benchmark data set for multilingual ontology matching is described
in [79]. The creation of such benchmarks is important as it allows for conducting
systematic evaluations of approaches. The benchmark consists of seven English
ontologies which have been translated into French, Spanish, German, Dutch,
Portuguese, Czech, Russian, and Chinese. The ontologies have been aligned
manually, thus providing reference alignments. Translation of ontology labels
have been performed by humans. The translated version of each ontology is cre-
ated as a separate ontology expressed in a single language. So, no multilingual
labels are present in the same ontology. The preliminary results showed that
the best aggregated result of 0.18 F-measure was obtained by the CIDER [45]
matching system. CIDER has been executed with default settings. CIDER is a
20http://oaei.ontologymatching.org/
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schema-based matching system. It also uses a context of input terms, e.g., syn-
onyms, properties, etc. In addition to computing linguistic similarity of terms,
it also compares relationships between terms. The systems were not designed
for matching ontologies in different languages. The authors also argued that
it is important to match structurally different ontologies expressed in different
languages. Otherwise, matching systems can use structural information which
leads to significant result improvement. Therefore, it becomes more difficult to
estimate the influence of multilingual techniques on the system performance.
This preliminary evaluation has been extended in [78]. The results obtained by
ontology matching systems (which are not designed for dealing with multilingual
labels) provide a baseline for the MultiFarm benchmark. Russian and Chinese
languages are excluded from the evaluation. This is due to the fact that the
evaluated matching systems were not capable to generate alignments between
ontologies in Russian and Chinese21. The authors conclude that the vocabulary
overlap impacts significantly the matching results, however, string comparisons
cannot resolve complex correspondences. The best result of 0.31 F-measure has
been achieved again by CIDER on the German-English language pair. No par-
ticular technique to deal with terms in different languages are used. Overall, the
results suggest that the techniques which deal with multilingualism need to be
employed.
In 2013, CIDER has evolved into CIDER-CL [44] by including Cross-Language
Explicit Semantic Analysis (CL-ESA) (see Section 3.3) into its arsenal. Several
languages are supported: English, Spanish, Dutch and German. The results
of CIDER-CL on the MultiFarm dataset for OAEI 2013 achieve an average F-
measure of 0.17 on matching different ontologies in different languages. The
results on the same ontologies were slightly higher with an average F-measure of
0.26; this shows that this schema-matching system is capable to leverage struc-
tural information.
A common approach to bridge a natural language barrier consists of trans-
forming a cross-lingual problem into a monolingual one by translating the ele-
ments of one ontology into the language of the other ontology [37] using machine
translation (see section 3.4). After translation, monolingual matching strate-
gies [32] are applied. In [36, 128, 133], the Google Translate API service has
been used. Another way to approach ontology matching is to use external lex-
ical resources. Some of the ontology matching approaches employ Wikipedia’s
search functionality and interlanguage links for finding mappings [54]. In [71],
Wiktionary22 is used as a lexical background knowledge.
As reported in [29], three systems incorporated machine translation to deal
21Cassia Trojahn, personal communication
22www.wiktionary.org
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with different languages to participate in the MultiFarm track of the OAEI 2014.
Table 3.2 shows the best results on different ontologies. AML used Microsoft
Bing Translator to translate labels of classes and properties and stored them
locally. The translator is queried again if no stored translations are available.
AML achieved the highest F-measure of 0.54. XMap++ also used Microsoft
Bing Translator. LogMap used Google Translate API.
Table 3.2: Results for MutiFarm track@OAEI 2014. Aggregated F-measure on
the task involving different ontologies.
F-measure
AML 0.54
LogMap 0.40
XMap++ 0.35
Table 3.3 shows the highest results for the MultiFarm track of the OAEI
2015 on different ontologies. The given results consider all alignments (includ-
ing empty and not generated)23. AML, XMap, and CLONA employed Mi-
crosoft Translator. LogMap used both Google translate and Microsoft trans-
lator. LYAM++ takes advantage of the multilingual database BabelNet (see
Section 3.5).
Table 3.3: Results for MutiFarm track@OAEI 2015. Aggregated F-measure on
the task involving different ontologies.
F-measure
AML 0.51
LogMap 0.41
CLONA 0.39
XMap 0.24
LYAM++ 0.14
One of the reasons why some results are lower than in 2014 is that the test
set included more languages such as Arabic, Italian and Russian. As reported by
organizers, for some systems it was difficult to deal with all pairs of languages.
Overall, the MultiFarm evaluation shows that, in ontology matching, specific
cross-lingual techniques are beneficial. Thus, it is reasonable to test them in the
context of cross-lingual instance matching.
Moreover, the MultiFarm evaluation in 2015 shows that systems using Mi-
crosoft Bing Translator or Google Translate performed better than systems us-
23http://oaei.ontologymatching.org/2015/results/multifarm/index.html
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ing BabelNet. However, they have not been tested interchangeably in the same
matcher. We address this problem in the experimental part of this thesis.
A method for OM based on linguistic information is proposed in [105]. The
method creates “virtual documents” for nodes, thus encoding the meaning of
these nodes into a document. It exploits the RDF structure of ontologies in
OWL/RDF. Linguistic elements which are in the local description of the node
such as the values of rdfs:label, rdfs:comment properties are collected into the
virtual document. In addition, it also contains labels from neighboring nodes.
To compute similarity between nodes, standard TF·IDF and cosine similarity
are applied. As reported in [105], the results on the OAEI 2005 monolingual
benchmark tests showed that the virtual document-based method outperforms
methods which do not take into account information from neighboring nodes.
This especially concerns the test cases when the description of the given node
is not sufficient. The virtual document method outperformed string comparison
methods as well as a WordNet-based approach (the relatedness of words depends
on the distance between them in WordNet). The proposed method of extracting
virtual documents uses information from the adjacent nodes of the given node.
It does not provide a notion of levels or the depth of graph traversal. Moreover,
information from the neighboring nodes comes from triples in which the given
node can be a subject or an object.
A machine learning approach for ontology matching in different languages
is evaluated in [123]. The machine learning approach using a ranking support
vector machines (SVM) is evaluated on financial data in different languages. This
SVM ranks good matches higher than the bad ones. 42 features (similarity and
structure-based) have been used in the training. All translations have been done
using Microsoft Bing Translator. The main conclusion is that the availability
of multilingual information (matching across several languages) improves the
performance of ontology matching system in both multilingual and cross-lingual
scenarios.
Similar findings have been reported in [90] where semantic relatedness be-
tween words is computed using a multilingual knowledge-base approach. The
method takes two words in different languages and returns a measure of se-
mantic relatedness between them on the basis of information in BabelNet. The
authors argue that the joint use of multiple languages improves the performance
of the method.
Lexical Hierarchies Apart from ontologies in different languages, there are
other hierarchies which can be expressed in different languages and which can be
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interlinked. The notion of a knowledge organization system has been developed
in library and information sciences. Such a system organizes information by
means of controlled vocabularies such as classification schemes, subject heading,
taxonomies and thesauri [56]. A vocabulary is a predefined list of terms or short
phrases aimed at cataloging information to facilitate its retrieval. Such terms
can be used to annotate (tag) digital resources so that they can be retrieved
more easily. Thesauri can be used by indexers to apply index terms to text
collections. The examples of general-purpose thesauri are Roget’s and WordNet
which contain sense relations such as synonym and antonym. One of the well-
known domain-specific thesauri for describing objects of art and culture is the
Art & Architecture Thesaurus (AAT)24.
Even though RDF entities are often real-world individuals and events, lin-
guistic resources such as thesauri, dictionaries, corpora are also available in RDF.
There are many lexical-semantic resources for different languages and domains
grouped in the Linguistic Linked Open Data cloud25 [23] which is a sub-cloud
of the Linked Open Data (LOD) cloud26. Linking heterogeneous multilingual
linguistic resources is also an active research area. These linguistic resources
should be interlinked to enhance their interoperability and usability [24, 76].
There is quite a number of thesauri published as linked data and thus avail-
able in a machine-readable format on the Web. SKOS (Simple Knowledge Or-
ganization System)[81] is an ontology widely used for representing conceptual
hierarchies on the Web. The Environmental Applications Reference Thesaurus
(EARTh)[1] is a SKOS multilingual dataset containing terms related to the en-
vironment. Other environmental thesauri available as Linked Data are GEneral
Multilingual Environmental Thesaurus (GEMET)27, EUNIS28, Geological Sur-
vey of Austria (GBA) Thesaurus29 - a bilingual (German/English) vocabulary
for representing geodata. Some of these terminological resources are interlinked,
for example, EARTh thesaurus has links to GEMET, AGROVOC as well as
DBpedia. AGROVOC30 covers areas of interest of the Food and Agriculture Or-
ganization (FAO) of the United Nations, including food, nutrition, agriculture,
fisheries, etc. AGROVOC is available in 23 languages and is aligned with other
multilingual vocabularies related to agriculture. The use of English as a common
language for labels has been used in order to link AGROVOC to other thesauri
24http://www.getty.edu/research/tools/vocabularies/aat/
25http://linguistic-lod.org/
26http://lod-cloud.net/
27http://www.eionet.europa.eu/gemet/en/themes/
28http://datahub.io/dataset/eunis
29http://datahub.io/dataset/geological-survey-of-austria-thesaurus
30http://aims.fao.org/standards/agrovoc/concept-scheme
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[86]. EuroVoc31 is a multilingual, multidisciplinary thesaurus covering the activ-
ities of the European Union and is available in 23 EU languages. A multilingual
thesaurus for the Social Sciences – TheSoz 0.93 – is presented in [138]. This
is a SKOS-based thesaurus containing concepts with labels in English, German
and French languages. The HTML representation of the thesaurus is available
online32.
A vocabulary-based approach for matching multilingual hierarchies (ontolo-
gies and thesauri) is proposed in [30]. The approach is multilingual in that it
exploits all multilingual labels of entities to be matched. The author reports the
F-measure of 0.82 for matching AGROVOC–EuroVoc thesauri. This work also
confirms that the availability of multiple labels per entity improves the system
performance.
With the development of the semantic web, the discovery of information can
be largely improved if data publishers provide their data as linked data. However,
due to the variety of vocabularies, it become crucial to link one source of data
to another. This linking is supported by semantic equivalence statements, e.g.,
owl:sameAs, skos:exactMatch. Following such links, information about the same
entity can be merged from different sources thus favoring the discovery of facts
about this entity. The main objective of question answering over linked data
[17, 26] is to facilitate, in part, multilingual access to the information originally
produced in different culture and language.
3.6.2 Data Interlinking
In the Semantic Web, the task of determining whether two RDF entities from
different data sources denote the same entity and can be linked together is known
as data linking or instance matching [34]. As there are resources (webpages) and
links between them in the Web, so there are resources and typed relationships
between them in the Semantic Web. In the Semantic Web, several different URI
references can refer to the same entity and the ability to identify equivalent enti-
ties is crucial for Linked Data. Interlinking RDF data sets is the process of setting
sameAs links between semantically related entities, i.e., entities referring to the
same object. The usage of owl:sameAs links has been studied in [27, 28, 58].
To facilitate data integration and knowledge sharing on the Web, interlinking
tools capable of handling entities denoted in different natural languages are very
important [46].
Nowadays, many data publishers make available their data as linked open
data. Apart from DBpedia [6, 14] with its multilingual versions [3] that became
31http://eurovoc.europa.eu/
32http://lod.gesis.org/pubby/page/thesoz/
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a central hub of the Linked Open Data (LOD), the LOD cloud is growing by
integrating more and more RDF data. Even though there are many dataset in
English in the LOD, datasets in other languages are also published. The work
described in [134, 135, 136] shows the initiative of converting Chinese equivalents
of Wikipedia (i.e., Hudong Baike33 and Baidu Baike34) into RDF data sets. This
effort resulted in a large-scale cross-lingual knowledge base – XLORE35 [70].
The Quran dataset is presented in [114]. It is a multilingual parallel RDF
representation of translations of the Quran in 43 languages including rare lan-
guages such as Divehi, Amharic and Amazigh. This dataset is also linked to
DBpedia and Wiktionary.
This section focuses on systems which can deal with instance linking cross-
lingually.
A well-known evaluation initiative for the evaluation of instance matching
techniques and tools is Instance Matching (IM) track at OAEI already mentioned
in Section 3.6.1.
IM@OAEI focuses on discovering matching instances in different RDF and
OWL datasets. The participants of the track link RDF resources across various
datasets. The performance is evaluated by comparing the generated links with
the pre-defined reference alignments provided by IM organizers. The generated
links (L) are compared against the gold standard, i.e., reference links (R). The
metrics and evaluation process described below are widely for evaluating inter-
linking methods. The performance of each interlinking method is evaluated by
means of standard metrics:
Precision measures the correctness of the generated links:
Prec(L,R) =
| L ∩ R |
| L |
;
Recall measures the completeness of the generated links:
Rec(L,R) =
| L ∩ R |
| R |
;
F-measure is the harmonic mean of precision and recall:
F-measure = 2 ·
precision · recall
precision+ recall
.
33http://www.baike.com/
34http://baike.baidu.com/
35http://xlore.org
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The evaluation schema is shown in Figure 3.6.
D1
D2
interlinking L
R
evaluation
Precision
F-measure
Recall
Figure 3.6: Experimental Setup and Evaluation. Two RDF data sets (D1 and
D2) are input. The interlinking component determines degree of similarity be-
tween RDF resources. Obtained links (L) are compared against reference links
(R) through precision, recall and F-measure.
The problem of instance interlinking has been studied in many works. Dif-
ferent interlinking approaches have been proposed in the last years. A matching
approach which selects RDF predicates using entropy and entity labels is de-
scribed in [4]. Selection of candidate matches is performed by indexing names of
the resources and applying similarities (name and geographic) is used in [94]. In
[94], virtual documents were created for resources as the resource descriptions
were relatively poor in a source dataset. Both systems have been evaluated in
IM@OAEI2011. The evaluation has been performed on monolingual data. To
note, candidate selection based on direct string matches between source and
target resources is problematic in a cross-lingual context. If, for instance, trans-
lation is done before candidate selection, it can be argued that translation on
distinct property labels can be not as good as on the same labels taken in context
(i.e., assembled into a virtual document).
A time-efficient approach based on the triangular inequality in the metric
space for approximating the distance between instances is proposed in [92]. A
schema-independent approach is presented in [93]. The approach selects dis-
criminative RDF predicates on the basis of coverage and discriminability. Both
systems were evaluated on monolingual data sets. Some approaches use linkkeys
i.e., pairs of properties characterizing equivalent resources [5]. A survey on other
instance matching systems can be found in [34].
IM@OAEI2014 included two tasks one of which is identity recognition, i.e.,
the goal is to find instances which refer to the same real-world object. Five
systems have participated in the IM track. The datasets contained instances de-
scribing books. The test data has been generated by transforming descriptions
of the original data. One of the value transformations involved replacing English
terms with the corresponding Italian translations [29]. Thus, the proposed task
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was cross-lingual instance matching. The best results, an F-measure of 0.56,
have been achieved by RiMOM-IM system. RiMOM-IM used Google Translate
to translate data into English. Once translated, data preprocessing steps such
as stop word removal have been also performed. The method relies on candidate
pair generation (a.k.a blocking) which allows to limit the number of candidate
instances to be matched in order to avoid comparing all possible instance pairs.
Given that each instance is described by RDF triples, this blocking method uses
the top n words of the “object” for each predicate as index keys for instances.
Thus, an inverted index is generated on the objects. Instances which share com-
mon objects are taken as candidates. Different similarity functions are applied to
separate predicate values. To compute similarity between instances, similarities
over predicates are aggregated into a final matching score. The authors stated
that the use of translation helps to improve the results. However, since only
strings are used as predicate values for selecting candidate pairs, the relation
information between instances is not taken into account [113].
IM@OAEI2015 evaluated six systems participating in the the track. The
goal of author disambiguation task was to find instances referring to the same
author on the basis of his/her publications. The best results, an F-measure of
0.98, have been achieved by the Lily system36. From the reported results, it
stays unclear whether any technique had been used or not to deal with different
languages.
The absence of standard test cases for the evaluation of cross-lingual instance
matching methods represents a significant impediment to the improvement of
such methods.
There are existing data interlining toolkits which are capable to deal with
multilingualism. RDF-AI, a framework and a tool for RDF data sets inter-
linking and fusion, is described in [110]. The systems includes several modifiable
modules. The preprocessing module incorporates a translation service. The con-
figuration parameters need to be supplied by the user for each step. The system
has been evaluated on the works of J.S.Bach from two different datasets. The
dc:title property values are translated from German into English using Google
Translate API. The authors argue that the highest precision of 95% is achieved
due to the translation. As it is reported, the precision drops to 87.3% if no
translation is applied.
The Silk link discovery toolkit is proposed in [131]. The tool requires user
configuration of the linkage rules in the Silk Link Specification Language. Data
access parameters as well as various similarity metrics should be specified. The
toolkit includes a < translateWithDictionary > function which allows to trans-
late a string using a provided dictionary file. As it can be expected, substituting
36http://islab.di.unimi.it/im oaei 2015/index.html
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strings using a dictionary can lead to a poor quality of such translations and
other dictionary-based pitfalls mentioned in the section 3.4.
The LOD datasets as well as the linking tools which facilitate link discov-
ery are mostly concentrated on Western languages. However, there is research
supporting data interlinking in Asian languages.
A novel method for matching Chinese, Japanese and Korean LOD resources
is discussed in [59]. These three languages share many Chinese ideographs which
are collected in the Unihan database. The database contains information about
the pronunciation as well as possible variants (number of stokes) for the same
ideographs across these languages. The authors propose a new Han Edit Distance
which takes into account pronunciation information and the number of different
strokes between characters. The evaluation of the method has been performed at
character- and word- levels on the word pairs shared by the three languages. The
evaluation has been performed against the Levenshtein edit distance which is a
widely used string similarity measure. The proposed approach outperformed
the Levenshtein distance by 0.25 F-measure for each test case. Though it is
not explicit in the paper, the limited use of Levenshtein distance at word-level
comparison may be due to the fact that Chinese words are short in length. The
proposed method relies on the usage of cognates shared across the languages.
The evaluation has been performed at a low level in terms of granularity (words).
The method is syntax-based, and the similar attempts for other language pairs
have been undertaken as described in the Section 3.2.
Novel methods for computing similarity between Korean words (Phoneme
distance) and transliterated Korean words (Transliterated distance) are pro-
posed in [57]. The Phoneme distance relies on the distribution of phonemes
across the syllables in order to compute distance between Korean strings. The
Transliterated distance takes into account the phonetics of the Korean language.
3.6.3 RDF Resource Representation
As it is shown in Figure 2.5, in an RDF graph, knowledge is partitioned into
slots across properties and objects which represent different characteristics of
RDF resources. In this way, a detailed description can be created. As mentioned
in Section 3.6.1, virtual documents can be used in order to represent resources.
However, there are different ways to build those documents via graph traversal.
In other words, how to choose a subgraph which represents a particular RDF
resource? Several methods for instance extraction, which have been proposed in
[49], are reviewed below.
I For a given resource, only immediate properties are considered. The disad-
vantage of such representation is that an important part of related informa-
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tion can be missed.
II The type of nodes is taken into account. For a given resource, immediate
properties plus the properties of the blank nodes connected to this resource
are considered. The method is called a Concise Bounded Description. Since
the method depends on the presence of blank nodes in an input dataset, its
use can be limited.
III The graph is traversed according to a specified depth from the given re-
source. The authors argue that the traversal by two edges forward and
one edge backwards from the resource is a good compromise for collecting
information. This method is called a Depth Limited Crawling.
Given such resource representations, three methods for finding the distance
between pairs of resources are proposed in [49]:
• Feature vector-based measure: the shortest path from the given resource
in the RDF graph is mapped to features, and a set of nodes obtainable
through this path is mapped to values of each feature. The similarity
between two instance is computed on the basis of shared properties.
• Graph-based measure: this similarity relies on the overlap of both nodes
and edges between two graphs.
• Ontology-based measure: this measure considers only ontological informa-
tion attached to the root node.
The creation of virtual documents in the interlinking framework proposed in
Chapter 4 is based on the graph traversal according to a specified depth. The
proposed cross-lingual string method relies on literals in RDF graphs. However,
we do not use backward links if it is possible to traverse a graph by moving for-
ward. According to the example in Figure 2.5, the names of the properties in two
different datasets can be in different languages in a cross-lingual context. Thus,
relying on common paths is not sufficient. In two graphs expressed in different
languages, the names of the nodes and the edges are in different scripts, so no
overlap is possible. Not all RDF datasets are described with respect to a well-
structured ontology. The interlinking framework proposed in Chapter 4 aims
at such cases. Moreover, even if two ontologies describe two different datasets,
these ontologies should be the same or similar in order to be useful. If ontologies
are in different languages as well as data, their use will not facilitate interlinking.
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3.6.4 Classifications of Matching Techniques
There are several classifications of matching techniques. Ontology matching
techniques are classified in [32]. Instance matching techniques are classified in
[34]. These classifications are general and comprehensive. So it is possible to
position our research into both of them.
Figure 3.7 shows matching techniques used in our approach according to
the ontology matching classification. Initially, depending on the kind of input,
the matching is divided into content-based and context-based. Content-based
matching uses information which comes directly from the content of datasets to
be matched. Context-based matching relies on external sources of information.
Our approach manipulates entity descriptions which are found in the graphs
themselves. So, it resorts to content-based matching. The content-based match-
ing is further split into terminological, structural, extensional and semantic.
Only first two techniques are relevant. We use graph-based techniques in order
to navigate RDF graphs. And the matching itself is based on language elements
collected from graphs.
structural:graph-based
terminological:language-based
terminological:string-based
Figure 3.7: Interlinking techniques used in the proposed approach described
in Chapter 4. We situate our interlinking approach following the classification
based on the origin of information from [32].
individual matching
data level
external
Figure 3.8: Interlinking techniques used in the proposed approach described in
Chapter 4. We situate our interlinking approach following the instance matching
classification from [34].
Figure 3.8 shows matching techniques used in our approach according to
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instance matching classification. With regard to granularity criterion, our ap-
proach belongs to individual matching which aims at finding identical entities re-
ferring to the same real-world object from different datasets. Data-level methods
use information from instance level as in Figure 3.5. Finally, internal techniques
make use of information only from datasets to be matched. This notion of inter-
nal vs. external techniques corresponds to the notion of content-/context-based
matching described above.
Even though the cited classifications can accommodate a vast variety of in-
terlinking methods, they do not necessarily reflect the interdependence of the
classified techniques.
3.7 Summary
This chapter reviewed the work on cross-lingual information processing across
several research fields: databases, NLP and Semantic Web. Each of these fields
faces the problem of object reconciliation, i.e., connecting different representa-
tions of the same object together. The evaluations performed in these fields
demonstrated the utility of the NLP techniques for detecting identical entities
across datasets. There are many methods and techniques which help to over-
come the language barrier, however, information access between languages with
completely different structures and origins remains a challenging task. There
are methods which rely more on orthographic similarity between languages, i.e.,
matching on character n-grams over languages or using overlap in vocabulary of
related languages. These methods are of little use if two languages use different
scripts. Overall, little is known of the effectiveness of the linguistic methods in
cross-lingual data interlinking. Hence, there is a need for a framework allowing
to assess these methods in a controlled environment.
In the next chapter, we propose a general framework that organizes solu-
tions of various nature to deal with cross-lingual data interlinking and allows to
compare these solutions.
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Chapter 4
General Framework for
Cross-lingual RDF Data
Interlinking
Abstract. In this chapter, we propose a general framework for cross-
lingual data interlinking. It consists of five components including,
mainly, RDF resource representation as documents, language nor-
malization, similarity computation and link extraction. The chief
component is language normalization as it allows for a homogeneous
representation of resources. The framework allows to evaluate cross-
lingual techniques in a unified manner.
The previous chapter presented many techniques for transforming two texts
written in different languages into some common representation such that similar
elements can be detected. In data interlinking, some of these cross-lingual tech-
niques have been tested separately. However, such tests make the comparison of
their performance difficult.
This chapter presents a general framework for cross-lingual RDF data inter-
linking. The framework extends similarity-based data interlinking by accommo-
dating cross-lingual techniques. Therefore, in this thesis, this framework is used
to evaluate cross-lingual techniques systematically.
The framework is based on the following underpinning principles:
1. If two URIs denote the same objects, their description should contain com-
mon textual elements.
2. If these descriptions are in different natural languages, NLP techniques can
be used to bring them in a common space.
3. Once in a common space, some similarities may identify better URIs with
common textual elements.
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4. The more language data there are, the more accurate this identification
will be.
Section 4.1 introduces the overall architecture of the framework. Each com-
ponent of the framework is presented from Section 4.2 to 4.6. Within this gen-
eral framework, the cross-lingual string-based approach stresses the importance
of textual elements in graphs to be interlinked as well as the availability of
language resources. The proposed approach uses declarative knowledge about
resources (knowledge asserted in triples). To that extent, we collect all tex-
tual information by exploring the neighborhood of an RFD resource within the
considered graph. RDF resources are represented as documents consisting from
literals harvested from graphs. Once created, these documents go through a
language normalization component. Finally, similarity between documents is
taken for similarity between resources. Section 4.7 provides an extension to the
classification of matching techniques described in the previous chapter. It sug-
gests that the requirement for external resources grows as the languages to be
analyzed differ from each other.
D1 D2
Preprocessing
Similarity
Computation
Link
Generation
L
Figure 4.1: The general scheme of similarity approaches to data interlinking.
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D1 D2
1 Virtual
Document
Construction
2 Language
Normalization
3 Document
Preprocessing
4 Similarity
Computation
5 Link
Generation
level n
Machine Translation
Mapping to multilingual reference resource
Documents as vectors of words or identifiers
Similarity to compare VDocs
Link selection rules
L
Figure 4.2: Framework for cross-lingual RDF interlinking.
4.1 Overall Architecture
The proposed approach belongs to the family of similarity approaches. Similarity
approaches to interlinking consist of several main components which are depicted
in Figure 4.1. Figure 4.1 displays the general framework of data linking by sim-
ilarity. RDF data are an input. The data are normalized using preprocessing
techniques, and similarity is computed (Similarity Computation) between nor-
malized RDF data. The links (Link Generation) are extracted on the basis of
similarity.
This general scheme is extended in order to accommodate cross-lingual RDF
interlinking. The framework for cross-lingual RDF data interlinking is presented
in Figure 4.2.
The proposed framework includes five steps:
1. Construct virtual documents: given two data sets with a resource repre-
sentation in different natural languages, extract language data for each
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RDF resource. Thus, a “virtual” document is created for each resource.
The idea of creating a “virtual” document has been employed in ontology
matching introduced in the section 3.6.1.
2. Normalize languages: If resources are described in different natural lan-
guages, it is necessary to find ways to access to their meaning despite their
differences in forms: language unification methods are necessary in order
to make these languages comparable computationally.
We achieve language unification by projecting the vocabularies (texts from
virtual documents) into the same space. This is the space in which language
elements can be comparable. We explore two such spaces:
• a space of words (strings) created by applying MT on the source
documents;
• a space of identifiers created by mapping texts from virtual documents
to a multilingual lexicon.
3. Preprocess documents: use standard document cleaning techniques in or-
der to prepare documents for similarity computation.
4. Compute similarity: compare virtual documents in pairs from both sets
and find the similarity between two representations of the resource.
5. Extract matches: set an owl:sameAs link between the two most similar
representations.
The framework allows to alter different parameters. At the data level, RDF
data can vary in the following aspects:
• Distinct language pairs;
• Exploring nature of instances: instances can be homogeneous (belong to
one ontological class (if any)) or be heterogeneous (mixed). Instances can
also identify named entities (e.g., musicians) or generic nouns (thesauri
concepts).
At the level of techniques, the general framework allows for the following
parameters:
• Different similarity metrics (weighting schemes such as TF, TF·IDF, term
occurrence; cosine, Jaccard);
• Different extraction algorithms (greedy, Hungarian);
• Different machine translation tools;
• Strategies that do not depend on translation technologies (e.g., mapping
to BabelNet).
Each step of the framework is detailed below.
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4.2 Virtual Document Construction
A British linguist J.R.Firth [35, p.11] wrote that “You shall know a word by
the company it keeps” pointing out the important role of a lexical context while
analyzing a meaning of a word. We can rephrase this expression into “You shall
know an RDF resource by the company it keeps”. The company of an RDF
resource are all labels which appear in its neighborhood. These labels constitute
the context produced by data publishers.
The resources are represented as Virtual Documents in different natural lan-
guages. The intuition of converting a graph into a document representation is
that even though the taxonomy (structure) of graphs can be similar, the possi-
bility to distinguish between two different things and identify the identical ones
relies on their label comparison. Thus, it is important to take into account lexical
elements in a graph.
The triples of an RDF graph can have simple strings (literals) as an object
which serve as a descriptor for a subject. If the object is a literal, it is stored into
a virtual document. If not, the algorithm proceeds to the next URI until it col-
lects all lexical content within a given distance. The lexical content is retrieved
when the given resource is in the subject position. We accumulate all the lan-
guage information for each resource. The purpose of this extraction is to form a
virtual document which contains up to n levels of language information depend-
ing on the specified distance of graph traversal, see Figure 4.3. The language
elements attached to a particular type of relationships are taken into account.
The property names are not considered. Resources from the same dataset are
described using the same set of properties. Thus, if the same property name ap-
pears in many resources, it will not be discriminating. The lexical elements are
collected for each level separately and after the Language Normalization stage
are concatenated. This is done in order to avoid translating the same informa-
tion twice at stage 2, as the levels are nested. The performance of the method
may depend on the amount of text and discriminative power of labels. Both
datatype and object type properties are followed in order to traverse a graph.
However, the created virtual documents contain only datatype property values
as defined in Section 2.1.
For instance, such properties as “rdfs:label” and “rdfs:comment” usually con-
tain textual data. As an illustrative example, consider Figure 4.3 and Figure 4.4.
Figure 4.3 shows a resource description in the English language: literals in a
graph are annotated with an English language tag “@en”. In this graph, the
subject is “dbpedia:Alps” which has for name “Alps” and a comment in English
language. Figure 4.4 shows a resource description in the Chinese language. The
examples of virtual documents created for each level are presented below.
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An example of Virtual document in English for level 1
Alps
The Alps are one of the great mountain range systems of Europe
stretching approximately 1,200 km across eight Alpine countries.
An example of Virtual document in English for level 2
Alps
The Alps are one of the great mountain range systems of Europe
stretching approximately 1,200 km across eight Alpine countries.
French Republic
France is a sovereign country in Western Europe that includes
overseas regions and territories.
An example of Virtual document in Chinese for level 1
?QØq
?QØq/一ßMé'2-√Ñq ，ÉÜ÷Ü✏')⌫ËπL、
’˝⌧WË、^Î、⌫/fÎ{、e0)、∑˝WË Ø洛á<ö⇥
An example of Virtual document in Chinese for level 2
?QØq
?QØq/一ßMé'2-√Ñq ，ÉÜ÷Ü✏')⌫ËπL、
’˝⌧WË、^Î、⌫/fÎ{、e0)、∑˝WË Ø洛á<ö⇥
‚≥/✏')最Ñ一a≥A⇥Mé✏')⌫Ë，—êé?QØq0:，
⌘⌧(威<ØD—ËeöóÃöw，h652lÃ⇥AﬂbÔ71,000sπlÃ⇥
Given a resource, it is possible to collect textual descriptions for this resource
following two scenarios:
• Textual description is extracted from one graph;
• Extra textual data can be extracted using federated queries to other datasets
(i.e., by looking up URIs from a given resource).
In this thesis, resource descriptions always come from one dataset. No federated
queries are used.
4.3 Language Normalization: Machine Translation
or Mapping to Multilingual Reference Resource
Once the virtual documents are created, it is necessary to make them compara-
ble, i.e., to project them into the same space in which there exist a similarity.
This thesis explores two strategies in particular:
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Resource
(ZH)
Resource
(RU)
Document (ZH)
1
Document (RU)
1
Document (EN)
translation 2
Document (EN)
2translation
Similarity
3-4 3-4
owl:sameAs ?
5
Figure 4.5: Linking Process. Resources are described in Chinese and Russian
languages and then translated into English.
Applying machine translation Virtual documents in two different languages
are translated using machine translation in order to transform documents into
the same language. At this step, virtual documents in one language can be trans-
lated into the other language and vice versa or both languages can be translated
into some third language. There are several machine translation systems avail-
able, see Section 3.4. The choice of translation techniques can also depend on
the language combinations, for example, for rare languages, for which there does
not exist enough parallel corpora, dictionary-based approaches might help.
Machine translation is used as a black box, only a source and target languages
are specified. MT produces one translation which is used.
Figure 4.5 shows an interlinking process where original documents in two
languages are translated into a pivot language (English). The numbers on the
arrows correspond to the framework’s stages described in Figure 4.2.
Mapping to multilingual reference resource An alternative approach is
to use Multilingual Resource Mapping instead of translation. For instance, a
multilingual lexicon serves as a basis for resource comparison. Document terms
are replaced by identifiers from a multilingual lexicon in order to project the
words of each language onto the same semantic space. At this step, we represent
original documents as vectors of identifiers (IDs). A corresponding identifier (ID)
is retrieved for a term. An identifier stands for a sense of a term and very often
there are many senses (IDs) per term. If more that one sense exists, word sense
disambiguation techniques shall be applied in order to select the best sense. The
terms which cannot be mapped in the multilingual resource are discarded and
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we do not work with them in our experiments. Mapping to multilingual lexicon
can improve recall in cases where the same concept is lexicalized differently: a
synonym of this word is used in the other language. To illustrate, suppose there
are two virtual documents. The English virtual document contains a word “cat”
(domestic animal), while the Russian virtual document, instead of a normal form
“:>B” or “:>H:0”, contains a word “:>H5G:0” (a diminutive of
a “cat”). So, both lexicalizations would be resolved to the same identifier, thus
the same idea will be preserved even though it is expressed differently on the
surface. To compute semantic relatedness, multilingual reference resources can
be used, e.g., BabelNet or DBnary (see Section 3.5).
4.4 Document Preprocessing
Once the terms are translated or replaced by the identifiers, the documents
undergo data preprocessing. Preprocessing refers to the processing before com-
puting similarity. Comparable virtual documents are treated as “bag-of-words”
following the Information Retrieval paradigm. Different standard NLP prepro-
cessing techniques (transform cases into lower case, tokenization, stop word re-
moval, etc.) are performed at this stage. If documents contain identifiers, these
techniques are omitted. For instance, stemming can be useful because it helps
to map different surface forms into one, e.g., link, linkage and linking would
be reduced to link. Thus, the same essential content is expressed only with
one surface form. A well-known stemmer for the English language is a Porter’s
stemmer [101]. Stop-words, i.e., functions words such as “and”, “the” , “of” are
not significant and can be removed without harming the entity representation.
Once the documents are preprocessed, a vector space model [108] is used to rep-
resent terms in a “virtual” document as vectors of features. Virtual documents
are represented as vectors of words or identifiers weighted using various weight-
ing schemes for selecting the discriminant words, for instance, Term Frequency
(TF) and Term Frequency·Inverse Document Frequency (TF·IDF). Term weight
can be assigned by computing termfrequency in a document or distribution of
terms across a collection of documents known as inverse documentfrequency
(IDF). Terms that appear in few documents can be discriminative with regard
to the rest of the documents. TF·IDF is widely used in vector space models.
The translation process often changes the word order of the original sentences.
Being a set metric, TF·IDF is an appropriate weight for such cases.
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4.5 Similarity Computation
At the Similarity Computation stage, after transformation of “virtual” docu-
ments into vectors, a similarity method should be applied. Similarity between
documents can be taken for similarity between resources. The output of this
stage is a set of similarity values between pairs of virtual documents. These
similarity values are an input for the Link Generation stage. There are many
techniques to compute vector similarity. A broad overview of them is given in
[32]. Two similarity measures are used for comparing two vectors. Cosine mea-
sures the angle of two numerical vectors and is maximal (=1) if two vectors are
identical. The Jaccard similarity measures term overlap. The general rule is
that the higher sim (x,y), the more likely that x and y denote the same RDF
resource.
4.6 Link Generation
At the Link Generation stage, an algorithm extracts links on the basis of the sim-
ilarity between documents. There are different methods to extract alignments.
A broad overview is given in [32]. We use Hungarian and greedy algorithms to
extract links. These two methods aim at extracting one-to-one matches. The
Hungarian algorithm [87] computes the maximal weight one-to-one matching,
while the greedy algorithm computes only a stable local optimum. These are
classical methods for link extraction.
4.7 Extension to Classification of Matching Techniques
This section presents an extension to the classification of matching techniques
described in Section 3.6.4. This extension concerns the language normalization
component of the proposed framework. The instance matching techniques in-
clude internal and external techniques which use either information from datasets
to be matched only or additionally employ external sources. We pointed out that
the classification does not necessarily reflect the interdependence of these tech-
niques. However, when dealing with interlinking data in different languages, the
choice of techniques can depend upon the languages to be processed.
Figure 4.6 illustrates an interlinking process. D1 and D2 represent RDF
datasets to be interlinked. L1 is the natural language used for describing RDF
resources in theD1. L2 is the natural language used for describing RDF resources
in the D2. L2−L1 denotes the transformation of one language into the other. M
stands for matching component and L refers to the resulted links. The external
component – here machine translation (or another procedure) – comes before
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matching. The external component is essential in particular for languages which
use different scripts, e.g., Russian and Hindi. For the related languages, this
external component can be omitted, and the matching stage can be performed
directly after label preprocessing. In case of related languages, techniques such
as vocabulary overlapping can be successfully applied as discussed in Section 3.2.
D1
D2
L2 − L1
MT
M L
L1
L2
Figure 4.6: Cross-lingual data interlinking process using external resources. In
this example, the resource is machine translation (MT).
Figure 4.7 adds to the cited classification w.r.t. cross-lingual instance match-
ing. It suggests that the requirement for external resources grows as the lan-
guages to be analyzed differ from each other.
difference in script
matching techniques
internal
external
(Spanish,Italian)
(Russian,Hindi)
Figure 4.7: The requirement for external resources grows with the dissimilarity
of languages to be matched.
There are many techniques and approaches for data interlinking. Linking
data across languages constitutes a part of data interlinking task which requires
special attention to the language aspect. Even though the current approaches
incorporate mechanisms to overcome language differences, there is still a lack of
evidence how a particular technique can be beneficial or limited, and which one
performs better.
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4.8 Summary
Chapter 2 illustrated that two RDF graphs can contain the same knowledge
expressed in different languages which are dissimilar orthographically and struc-
turally. Linking these two graphs together requires application of language-
specific approaches. Our research goal is to provide and evaluate such ap-
proaches.
This chapter introduced a general framework for cross-lingual data interlink-
ing. The major components of this framework include language-specific tools
such as machine translation and multilingual reference resources. The impor-
tant function of the framework is to identify various replaceable components
that can be parameterized. Hence, this helps to evaluate cross-lingual linking
approaches systematically.
Experiments evaluating the benefits of different parameters are presented in
the remainder of this thesis. The following chapters focus on different aspects and
describe experiments designed to evaluate the cross-lingual linking techniques.
In the next chapter, we will use this framework to evaluate a machine trans-
lation approach. In Chapter 6, the focus shifts to an interlingual method based
on a multilingual lexicon. In both chapters, RDF resources represent named
entities. Hence, instead of named entities, Chapter 7 considers application of
machine translation to resources representing thesauri concepts.
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Chapter 5
Linking Named Entities Using
Machine Translation
Abstract. In this chapter, we evaluate the suitability of a machine
translation approach for interlinking RDF resources. The resources
represent named entities and are expressed in English and Chinese.
The best F-measure over 0.95 can be achieved by collecting literals
from the closest neighbors with minimal preprocessing. The results
demonstrate that translating labels is beneficial for resource inter-
linking, however, the results can vary due to other parameters.
The previous chapter introduced the framework which encompasses language
normalization and other parameters for cross-lingual data interlinking. Nowa-
days, due to availability and advancement of machine translation systems, ma-
chine translation became a straightforward approach to deal with information
written in different languages. This chapter evaluates the efficiency of machine
translation on linking RDF resources. Machine translation instantiates the lan-
guage normalization component of the framework, it is also the main component
as other parameters are applied on its output.
This chapter presents four experiments. Each experiment builds on the previ-
ous one by modifying some parameter (RDF data, term weights, link extraction
methods). The main experiment is presented in Section 5.1. It introduces a
translation-based method which is applied to resources labeled in English and
Chinese. According to the general framework, resources are represented as text
documents, and similarity between documents is taken for similarity between re-
sources. Documents are represented as vectors using two weighting schemes, then
cosine similarity is computed. The results demonstrate that machine translation
and the classical Information Retrieval (IR) vector-space model are suitable for
interlinking RDF data. The remaining three experiments show how the quality
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of generated owl:sameAs links can be impacted by modifying parameters. In
Section 5.2 the setting is complexified by adding non-matching entities into an
RDF dataset. Sections 5.3 and 5.4 describe an attempt to further improve the
results on the most difficult setting by modifying a term weight or using n-grams.
5.1 Experiment I: Original Method
5.1.1 Translation-based Interlinking
The entire data flow with modifiable parameters is illustrated in Figure 5.1.
1 Virtual
Document
Construction
2 Machine
Translation
3 Document
Preprocessing
4 Similarity
Computation
5 Link
Generation
level n
Bing translator
Lowercase
Tokenize
Remove stop words
Stemming
n-grams (terms)
TF+cosine
TF·IDF+cosine
MAX on column
MAX on row
MAX on diagonal
Figure 5.1: Data Flow for Resource Interlinking
Given two RDF data sets, we proceeded as follows.
First, the resources are represented as Virtual Documents in different nat-
ural languages. To obtain these virtual documents per resource, we collect literals
according to the specified graph traversal distance, as described in section 4.2 of
Chapter 4.
Next, to make these documents comparable, we use Machine Translation.
Once translated, the documents undergo Data preprocessing. We con-
structed four pipelines so that the number of processing steps is growing with
each pipeline.
1. Pipeline 1 = Transform Cases into lower case + Tokenize;
2. Pipeline 2 = Pipeline 1 + Filter stop words;
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3. Pipeline 3 = Pipeline 2 + Stem (Porter);
4. Pipeline 4 = Pipeline 3 + Generate n-grams (terms, max length = 2).
In order to compute similarity between the resources, we need to compute
similarity between the documents that represent these resources. At the Sim-
ilarity Computation stage, we use two weighting schemes: Term Frequency
(TF) and Term Frequency·Inverse Document Frequency (TF·IDF) and applied
the cosine similarity. The output of this stage is a similarity matrix. The matrix
is such that the virtual documents in the original language are on the vertical
axis and the translated documents are on the horizontal axis.
At the Link Generation stage, the algorithm extracts links from the simi-
larity matrix.
We study three ways of extracting links:
1. We select the best original resource for a translation (selecting the maxi-
mum value in a column only);
2. We select the best translation for an original resource (selecting the maxi-
mum value in a row only);
3. We select such a translation for which the best original document has this
translation as best translation (selecting the maximum value in a column
and a row).
5.1.2 Experimental Setup
Our goal is to evaluate how the method described above works and which pa-
rameters are important. We also evaluate the suitability of Machine Translation
for identifying identical resources.
We would like to observe the effect of the size of virtual documents, prepro-
cessing steps and weighting schemes (TF and TF·IDF) on the results. Basically,
we seek an answer to the question: what is the combination of parameters that
produces the highest results and can assure the correct match in the interlinking
process?
Original RDF Data Sets
The experiment has been conducted on two separate RDF data sets with re-
sources represented in English and Chinese natural languages respectively. Thus,
the data consist of the English and Chinese part.
To fulfill the English part, we downloaded the following datasets from DB-
pedia 3.91: Categories (Labels), Titles, Mapping-based Types, Mapping-based
Properties, Short Abstracts, Extended Abstracts. For the Chinese part, we used
1http://wiki.dbpedia.org/Downloads39
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Table 5.1: Statistics about the RDF Datasets
# of classes # of instances # of properties # of triples in total
DBpedia 435 3,220,000 1377 72,952,881
XLore N/D 262,311 6280 7,063,975
a part of XLore2: Abstracts, Reference Links to DBpedia, Inner Links, Exter-
nal Links, Infobox Property, Related Items, Synonyms. XLore is the Chinese
knowledge-base described in the section 3.6.2.
All the data files have been accessed via a Jena Fuseki server and its built-in
TDB store3. Statistics of data loaded into triple stores is presented in Table 5.1.
Information about XLore classes was not available.
Test RDF subset
We restricted our experiment to five entity types: Actors, Presidents, US Presi-
dents, Sportsmen, and Geographical places. We deliberately included unrelated
types in order to observe the difference in similarity within and across types. All
entities represented named entities (proper nouns).
The Chinese data has already been linked to the English version of DBpedia
and we used a list of owl:sameAs links as our reference link set at the evaluation
step. Out of the reference link set provided by XLore, we randomly selected
20 instances per category (Actors, Sportsmen, etc.) for which the two linked
resources had text in their properties (more than just rdfs:label). In the US
Presidents category, there were only 16 linked instances with text, this was
compensated by adding four extra presidents into the category of Presidents.
We selected entities that appeared in a reference link set and contained textual
information at both levels and in both languages. The result of this selection is
a relatively clean corpus which contains textual description of resources at both
levels. This allowed us to test the level at which the performance is better.
This provided 100 pairs of entities potentially generating 10,000 links. This
RDF data set of 100 resources in one-to-one correspondence is referred to as
Original set in other experiments described in this chapter.
Protocol
The evaluation was carried out according to the following protocol:
• Build the two sets of resources;
2http://xlore.org/index.action
3http://jena.apache.org/documentation/serving data/
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Table 5.2: Experimental parameters
VDocs
2
Pipelines
4
Translation
1
Weight
2
Similarity
1
Link Extraction
3
Level 1
Level 2
Pipeline 1
Pipeline 2
Pipeline 3
Pipeline 4
Bing:
ZH→EN
TF
TF·IDF cosine
MAX on column
MAX on row
MAX on column and row
• Run a method configuration and collect the links;
• Evaluate links against the reference links through precision and recall.
5.1.3 Evaluated Configuration
The parameters evaluated are presented in Table 5.2. Thus, 48 settings have
been explored in total.
Translate ZH into EN
Once we collected a fixed number of entity pairs for each category in the
English and Chinese data sets, we needed to make these entities comparable.
For this experiment, we used the statistical translation engine Bing Translator
API4 to translate Chinese virtual documents from the Chinese Simplified into
the English language. Sometimes the large documents could not be translated
in their entirety, in this case we left everything as is, taking only the part of text
that has been translated. It would be interesting to translate documents from
English into Chinese as well but RapidMiner does not support Asian languages,
so at this point we were dealing only with translations from Chinese into English.
Data Preprocessing and Similarity Computation
The pipelines were designed using the RapidMiner5 toolkit. We were using
RapidMiner 5.3.013 with the text processing extension.
Each data preprocessing step corresponds to a particular operator in Rapid-
Miner. For some operators we can specify parameters. Below are the parameters
used:
• Tokenize: mode: non-letters (i.e., non-letters serve as separators between
tokens. Because of this, all dates are not preserved in documents);
• Filter Stopwords (English): built-in stopword list;
• The type of weighting scheme (TF or TF·IDF) was set for each pipeline;
• For computing similarity, we were using Data to Similarity Data operator
with cosine similarity.
Link Generation
4http://datamarket.azure.com/dataset/bing/microsofttranslator
5http://rapidminer.com/products/rapidminer-studio/
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The output of the similarity computation is a matrix of compared pairs with
a value. The 10,000 (100× 100) comparisons were tabled as a similarity matrix
for evaluation for each tested method. The matrix is such that the vertical
axis represents the English DBpedia entities while the horizontal axis represents
entities from the Chinese XLore base.
5.1.4 Results
The obtained results are displayed in Figures 5.2 and 5.3. They show that with
TF·IDF/ Level 1 we are able to identify more than 97% of the identical entities.
The comparison of virtual documents was done at two levels. The results across
and within categories using TF·IDF show the same pattern: the best accuracy
is achieved at Level 1 and the results get worse at Level 2. The results for TF
were systematically lower than those of TF·IDF so we do not report them here.
The similarity of resources within categories is presented in Figure 5.4. Black
squares are 5 categories. The similarities are highlighted according to their value,
and the color intensifies as the value grows:
• Values between 0.00 and 0.11 - are suppressed and seen as a white space;
• Values between 0.11 and 0.15 are in light yellow;
• Values between 0.15 and 0.25 are in dark yellow;
• Values between 0.25 and 0.35 are in orange;
• Values between 0.35 and 0.45 are in light red;
• Values between 0.45 and 1 are in dark red.
The correct match is always on the diagonal and the possible confusions are
more likely within a category (see the last square which is a “US Presidents”
category). This is expected since entities of the same type will have much infor-
mation in common.
Discussion
The main lessons of this experiment are:
• Our results show the suitability of Machine Translation for interlinking
multilingual resources;
• TF·IDF outperforms TF;
• The addition of preprocessing steps seem not to influence the results sig-
nificantly. The maximum standard deviation is less than 2 points for both
precision and recall;
• The quantity of information at Level 1 is usually enough to find a correct
match;
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(d) Results for Pipeline 2
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Figure 5.2: Results for Level 1 and Level 2 using TF·IDF
• In general, the results at Level 2 had lower F-measure. This may be ex-
plained by supposing that the further we go from the node, the more gen-
eral becomes the information. If there are many shared properties, then
at some point many resources will have the same information (this can be
due to the structure of the RDF data set). The discriminant information
is thus “diluted” and it becomes harder to detect correct correspondences;
• If there is not enough data at Level 1 then by collecting information from
Level 2 it is possible to improve the results. This gives us an intuition that
the necessity of proceeding to the next level from Level 1 depends on the
amount of data at Level 1. We saw this with one of the error cases when
comparing across categories.
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(a) Results for Pipeline 3
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(b) Results for Pipeline 3
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(c) Results for Pipeline 4
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(d) Results for Pipeline 4
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Figure 5.3: Results for Level 1 and Level 2 using TF·IDF
5.2 Experiment II: link extraction by Hungarian and
Greedy methods
In this section, the results are obtained by means of other link extraction meth-
ods: the Hungarian and Greedy. We describe results on the Original set men-
tioned in the previous section. The experimental parameters remained the same
as described in the Experiment 5.1, though only TF·IDF and cosine are applied
since TF showed lower F-measure previously. Moreover, an extra dataset is
added and referred to as Original set + noise. Original set + noise contains
10 additional entities in each language side which do not have a match in the
other language. This has been done in order to observe how similarity works
when entities do not have matches. The results on the Original set are presented
in Table 5.3. The results on the Original set + noise are presented in Table 5.4.
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Figure 5.4: Similarity within categories using TF·IDF at Level 1 Pipeline 1.
Squares correspond to categories, and the darker the points, the higher the sim-
ilarity. Dark points on the diagonal are correct matches. Most of the secondary
dark points are confined in a square (a single category).
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Discussion
The results obtained by Hungarian and Greedy extraction methods showed that
the highest similarity is on Original set at level 1. The preprocessing steps
seem not to influence the results at level 1. The results decrease at level 2
for both extraction methods and the best results are obtained with pipeline
4. The results on the Original set are higher than on the Original set + noise.
This is expected as the non-matching entities taken from the same categories can
perturb similarity. The analysis of erroneous matches for the Original set showed
that errors always involve the same entities. The analysis of erroneous matches
for the Original set + noise shows that the erroneous matches occur between
non-matching entities (the non-matching entities match between themselves),
see Figure 5.5. This is particularly relevant for the Hungarian method. Such
behaviour is positive as it shows that similarity works correctly.
Figure 5.5: Squares correspond to categories, low similarities are between non-
matching entities and are grouped in the end of each categoty.
As all results decrease at level 2, it might be possible to improve them by
changing some parameter.
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5.3 Experiment III: Binary Term Occurrences
This experiment is performed on Original set + noise at level 2 by changing the
term weight for Binary Term Occurrences which explicitly models the absence
of terms. The results are given in Table 5.5.
Table 5.5: F-measure on the Original set + noise level 2 using Binary Term
Occurrences. Extraction is performed by Hungarian and Greedy methods.
Original set + noise Hungarian Greedy
pipeline 1 0.49 0.39
pipeline 2 0.48 0.42
pipeline 3 0.47 0.38
pipeline 4 0.62 0.46
The obtained results are significantly lower that those with have been ob-
tained using TF·IDF. This difference demonstrates the impact of a weighting
scheme in the process of selection important words for characterizing entities
which are compared. The best results are obtained with pipeline 4 that may
suggest that a finer filter could improve the results.
5.4 Experiment IV: Character Trigrams
This experiment is performed on Original set + noise level 2 by changing the
last component of pipeline 4: instead of n-grams of terms, character trigrams
are used. Moreover, cosine and Jaccard similarity measures are computed with
the TF·IDF weighting scheme.
Table 5.6 shows that the best results are obtained with cosine similarity.
However, modeling of documents using character trigrams has not improved the
previous results. Overall, we could conclude that the standard measures such as
TF·IDF and cosine similarity remain the best choice.
Table 5.6: Comparison of interlinking F-measure using cosine and jaccard sim-
ilarities. Original set + noise. Level 2, pipeline 4 using character trigrams
(character n-grams = 3) with TF·IDF. Extraction is performed by Greedy and
Hungarian methods.
Level 2 pipeline 4 Hungarian Greedy
cosine 0.85 0.68
jaccard 0.81 0.68
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5.5 Conclusions
The results demonstrated that TF·IDF with cosine similarity and the Hungarian
extraction method can identify most of the correct matches using minimum
information in a resource description. The approach yielded the F-measure over
0.98 on resources representing named entities. The reported results provide
evidence that machine translation can be used for finding identical resources in
two different languages. It would be interesting to test if the method works at
the conceptual level (resources represent thesauri concepts).
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Chapter 6
Cross-lingual Linking Using
Multilingual Lexicon
Abstract. In this chapter, we evaluate the BabelNet multilingual
lexicon for interlinking RDF resources described in English and Chi-
nese. Resources are represented as vectors of identifiers and similar-
ity between resources is computed on these identifiers. The method
achieves the F-measure of 0.89. The results are also compared to the
translation-based method.
The previous chapter evaluated machine translation on the named entities.
However, if machine translation cannot be applied due to some reason, other
methods can be considered. In this chapter, we propose to use a multilingual
reference resource which is one of the interlingual methods described in Chap-
ter 3. A multilingual lexicon associates lexicalizations in different languages to
identifiers which stand for concepts (senses). It can serve as a pivot language in
order to make two instance representations comparable.
This chapter evaluates instance interlinking by transforming virtual docu-
ments using a multilingual lexicon, i.e., replacing terms by the corresponding
entries in the lexicon. According to the general framework, labels are collected
from RDF graphs and stored into virtual documents. These labels are subse-
quently substituted by lexicon identifiers. The identifiers are retrieved, with the
help of a word sense disambiguation system, from the lexicon language version
which corresponds to a language of the labels. Thus, a transformation of virtual
documents of words into the virtual documents of identifiers takes place. The ex-
periments are conducted on instances from DBpedia labeled in English and from
XLore labeled in Chinese. The results are compared with the translation-based
method.
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Figure 6.1: Interlinking Method Using Multilingual Lexicon. Multilingual terms
are mapped to a common identifier. Similarity is computed between identifiers.
Numbers correspond to the steps of the method.
Section 6.1 introduces the lexicon-based method. Instances are represented
as bags of identifiers and similarity between instances is computed on identifiers.
The larger overlap between bags of identifiers, the higher the chance that two
representations stand for the same instance. This points to the importance of
lexicon language versions to be proportional. The RDF data and experimental
parameters are detailed in Section 6.2. Section 6.3 presents the results of the
machine translation and multilingual lexicon-based methods. Even though the
results demonstrate that machine translation outperforms its counterpart, a mul-
tilingual lexicon can be considered an appropriate intermediate for representing
resources expressed in two different languages.
6.1 Lexicon-based Interlinking
The interlinking method is schematized in Figure 6.1.
In particular, the method is as follows:
1. Constructing a Virtual Document per resource following the procedure
described in Section 4.2.
2. Replacing document terms by identifiers from a Multilingual Lexicon
in order to project the words of each language onto the same semantic
space. At this step, we represent original documents as vectors of iden-
tifiers (IDs). A corresponding identifier (ID) is retrieved for a term. An
identifier stands for a sense of a term and very often there are many senses
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(IDs) per term. If more that one sense exists, word sense disambiguation
techniques shall be applied in order to select the best sense. The terms
not found in a multilingual lexicon are discarded and we do not work with
them in our experiments. To compute semantic relatedness, multilingual
lexical knowledge resources can be used, e.g., BabelNet or DBnary (see
Section 3.5).
3. Computing Similarity between documents. We use a standard term
weighting scheme (TF·IDF) and apply cosine similarity. These techniques
showed good performance in our previous experiments.
4. Generating Links between identical resources. At this stage, an algo-
rithm extracts links on the basis of the similarity between documents. We
use the Hungarian or greedy methods to extract links.
6.2 Evaluation Setup
Our goal is to evaluate how the method described above works and what pa-
rameters are important. We particularly focus on four parameters: the presence
or absence of non-matching entities in a data set, the presence or absence of
rdfs:label property values in a virtual document, the amount of text in a virtual
document per resource and the link extraction mechanism. We evaluate the
suitability of multilingual lexicon for identifying identical resources.
6.2.1 RDF Data
The experiment has been conducted on two separate RDF data sets with re-
sources represented in English and Chinese respectively. The original data set is
the same as described in Section 5.1.2, however we have enhanced it in several
aspects: addition of noise and removing rdfs:label. Two datasets have been used:
• Original set: as described in Section 5.1.2;
• Original set + noise: as described in Section 5.2. Entities used as noise are
entities which have been present only in one language side and have been
selected from the same categories as entities from the Original set.
Each of these datasets contains virtual documents of two kinds: with an rdfs:label
property value or without it. To build text collections without labels, the values
of rdfs:label property are not retrieved in the English corpus. The values of
http://xlore.org/property/外á名 property (meaning “Foreign name”) are not
retrieved in the Chinese corpus. Thus, we have two variations of each dataset
per language: Label and NoLabel.
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Since we are linking named entities, an rdfs:label property value is usually
a name of the entity which can be highly discriminative. By constructing a
virtual document without this property value, we estimate the importance of
this element in a resource description.
The average number of words in virtual documents of the Original set is 230
at level 1 and 2100 at level 2 for the English language, the numbers do not vary
much when noise is added. No such statistics is available for Chinese since we
do not use Chinese tokenization (it is done at lexicon-mapping step by Babelfy).
6.2.2 Experimental parameters
The parameters used for interlinking with a multilingual lexicon are presented
in Table 6.1.
Table 6.1: Experimental parameters
Label
2
Data
2
VDocs
2
KB
1
Weight
1
Similarity
1
Link Extraction
2
Label
NoLabel
Original set
Original set
+ noise
level 1
level 2
BabelNet
+
Babelfy:
EN→ID
ZH→ID
TF·IDF cosine
Greedy
Hungarian
Multilingual lexicon mapping. We use BabelNet 2.5.1 which is a multilin-
gual lexicon which connects concepts and named entities in a large network of
semantic relations called synsets. Each synset represents a given meaning and
contains synonyms which express that meaning in a range of different languages.
Since many terms can have several synsets, we also made use of Babelfy 0.91[85]
in order to retrieve the best meaning per term. Babelfy had a limit of 3500 char-
acters for input text, so we had to cut documents at level 2 only. The impact
of this is that we missed additional textual information which could have been
useful for similarity computation.
For illustrative purposes, an extract from a virtual document containing iden-
tifiers is given below.
1http://babelfy.org/
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An extract from a virtual document after lexicon mapping
bn:00913707n
bn:00058192n
bn:01465315n
bn:00007140n
bn:00655079n
bn:00108245a
bn:00054972n
bn:00088630v
Machine translation. We also apply machine translation on the experimen-
tal data. We translate virtual documents using Machine Translation in order
to transform documents into the same language. We use Bing Translator to
translate Chinese documents into English. Once the documents are translated,
we preprocess data to prepare it for similarity computation. Virtual documents
are treated as “bags of words”, and we use standard NLP preprocessing tech-
niques: transform cases into lower case + tokenize + filter stop words. Once the
documents are preprocessed, we apply TF·IDF and cosine similarity.
The preprocessing of virtual documents has been done using the RapidMiner
toolkit with the text processing extension. The preprocessing of virtual doc-
uments undergone machine translation corresponds to Pipeline 2 described in
Section 5.1.1. The preprocessing of virtual documents undergone multilingual
lexicon mapping includes only tokenization according to a regular expression:
([a-z]+:). This results in suppression of “bn:” in the virtual documents.
6.3 Results
In the current evaluation, we have compared the results obtained using both
methods: BabelNet and MT-based, see Table 6.2 and 6.3. We have compared
the results2 using two popular assignment algorithms: the Hungarian and greedy.
The best results have been achieved by the Hungarian algorithm. Interestingly,
the results of Hungarian (0.89) and Greedy (0.88) are almost the same at level
1 of Original set with Labels. However, as the testing conditions become more
difficult (level 2, addition of noise, NoLabel), the Hungarian method outperforms
the greedy by at least 10 points. This indicates that the global optimum is more
beneficial for finding links from similarity values which can be less discriminating
2The lexicon-based approach has been published in [68]. However, to obtain results reported
in this chapter, we modified the implementation of the Hungarian algorithm so that zero sim-
ilarities are not taken into account. Due to this modification the precision improved in some
cases, but the difference is negligible.
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under the above mentioned conditions. The best results are obtained at level 1
on data sets with the rdfs:label property. Results at level 2 decrease for both
algorithms: this is because information at level 2 becomes less discriminative
and more noisy. Results are also lower when non-matching entities are added.
In general, the translation approach outperformed the approach based on multi-
lingual lexicon. This might be due to the better development of MT capability
and unavailability of identifiers for some terms as well as errors in disambigua-
tion in BabelNet. Since the terms not found in BabelNet have been discarded
(as per step 2 Section 6.1), we know neither the nature of the missing terms nor
the distribution of the number of missing terms per entity. If missing terms are
preserved, the absence of identifiers may be compensated by translating those
terms using machine translation. The results at level 2 may have been affected
by the input text limit of Babelfy. The use of word sense disambiguation system
(Babelfy) improved the results compared to the setting in which all identifiers
are retrieved per term as reported in [66].
6.4 Conclusions
We have evaluated two approaches based on multilingual lexicon and machine
translation. The best results are obtained using machine translation with an
F-measure equals to 1. The F-measure of 0.89 obtained with the multilingual
lexicon is slightly lower. The highest F-measure has been obtained at Level 1 on
datasets with the rdfs:label property which shows that a name of a named entity
is a discriminative feature in the interlinking process. Overall, both approaches
seem to be promising for cross-lingual RDF data interlinking. However, the
limitation would be the availability of language resources for a given pair of
languages. The approach can be extended further by testing if both approaches
can be complementary: errors made by one method can be corrected by the
other method.
The next chapter describes the evaluation of the translation-based methods
on thesauri concepts. The evaluation tests if this approach is beneficial for
linking resources which are not named entities.
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Chapter 7
Linking Generic Entities Using
Machine Translation
Abstract. In this chapter, we evaluate machine translation on ter-
minologies expressed in different natural languages. In the evaluated
experiments, we use only one pair of languages at a time, i.e., En-
glish vs. French, English vs. Chinese, German vs. French, etc. The
results demonstrated that machine translation can work well inde-
pendently of a dataset structure. The present evaluation shows that
the translation-based method can be applied on resources which do
not necessarily contain a named entity as their label.
The two previous chapters evaluated methods for interlinking named entities.
The translation-based interlinking method has been applied to the encyclope-
dic resources in English DBpedia and Chinese XLore on which we obtained the
good results presented in Chapter 5. Though this method has been initially
developed for interlinking RDF instances with labels expressed in different nat-
ural languages, we consider its application to linking heterogeneous multilingual
linguistic resources as described in Section 3.6.1. In this chapter, we consider
interlinking of concepts, i.e., generic entities named with a common noun or
term. Our broad goal is to evaluate techniques that make no assumption about
a particular type of resources as long as these resources are published in RDF.
Section 7.1 presents the first experiment which evaluates machine translation
on concepts from the TheSoz multilingual thesaurus in three languages: English,
French and German. Even though the obtained results are high, it might be due
to the same structure of concept descriptions as the concepts belong to the same
thesaurus. To verify that machine translation results are independent of the
knowledge structure, we conducted another experiment involving two different
thesauri. Section 7.2 presents the second experiment which evaluates machine
83
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translation on concepts in English and Chinese from EuroVoc and AGROVOC
respectively. These two experiments demonstrate that machine translation per-
forms well in both cases. Using the best results of these two experiments, Sec-
tion 7.3 shows that similarity thresholding of the obtained links may not be very
useful.
7.1 Experiment I: Linking TheSoz Concepts
7.1.1 Translation-based Interlinking Method
The interlinking approach based on machine translation technology has been
already presented in Chapter 4. The interlinking method consists of five steps:
1. Constructing aVirtual Document in different languages per resource fol-
lowing the procedure of Section 4.2. At this step, we suppress all metadata
information about the dataset: for example, objects of “http://purl.org/dc/terms/”
property describe creators of the dataset, dates of creation and modifica-
tion. The properties to remove were detected by observing the generated
documents. Thus, a virtual document contains only proper lexical items,
the names of the properties themselves are also omitted.
2. Translating documents using Machine Translation in order to transform
documents into the same language.
3. Cleaning documents using Data preprocessing techniques. We use the
following text preprocessing: Transform Cases into lower case + Tokenize
+ Filter stop words.
4. Computing Similarity between documents.
5. Generating Links between concepts.
An example of a virtual document at Level 1 before suppressing metadata:
working hours
3.3.06
The same virtual document at Level 1 after suppressing metadata:
working hours
An example of a virtual document at Level 2 before suppressing metadata:
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Descriptor
Descriptors of the TheSoz
...
2011-05-06
2011-05-06
2014-08-14
0.93-en
GESIS - Leibniz-Institut fu¨r
Sozialwissenschaften
GESIS - Leibniz Institute for the
Social Sciences
http://www.gesis.org/das-institut/impressum/
http://www.gesis.org/en/institute/impressum/
overtime
3.3.06
working hours
agricultural working hours
management of working hours
extension of working hours
sunday work
weekend labor
Work Organization, Job Engineering, Job Satisfaction,
Industrial Safety
3.3.06
time
5.1.00
eight hour day
3.3.06
capacity-oriented variable working hours
3.3.06
flexible working hours
3.3.06
annual hours of work
3.3.03
lifetime work period
3.3.03
working week
3.3.06
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The same virtual document at Level 2 after suppressing metadata:
working hours
overtime
working hours
agricultural working hours
management of working hours
extension of working hours
sunday work
weekend labor
Work Organization, Job Engineering, Job Satisfaction,
Industrial Safety
time
eight hour day
capacity-oriented variable working hours
flexible working hours
annual hours of work
lifetime work period
working week
7.1.2 Evaluation Setup
The main objective of this evaluation is to assess the performance of the in-
terlinking method on resources which may not contain Named Entities as their
labels.
In this section, we first describe the multilingual data used for experiments.
Then we describe the parameters used for evaluating the approach.
Data
In order to conduct the evaluation, datasets with a set of reference links has to
be used. As an alternative, we used one dataset with labels of the same resource
in different languages. In this case, several datasets are generated according to
the language of the labels and comparison is performed between these newly
created datasets.
As a source of a multilingual terminological corpus, we use a multilingual
thesaurus for the Social Sciences - TheSoz 0.93 in English, German and French
languages mentioned in Section 3.6.1. Table 7.1 shows information about the
concepts in the thesaurus. There are 8223 concepts in total for each language. 12
of them have no English label, and 6 concepts do not have French label. There
are 8206 common concepts with a corresponding language label.
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Table 7.1: Representation of concepts in each language version of the TheSoz
TheSoz EN DE FR
total number of concepts 8223 8223 8223
concepts without label 12 0 6
number of common concepts 8206 8206 8206
In order to provide a reference alignment, we split the thesaurus into three
language specific datasets which contain the same concepts with a label in a
respective language. Since the same URI identifies a given concept in each
language, we could compare the obtained links against the reference. The dataset
consists of 223,574 triples in each language version. In the experiments, we use
the 8206 concepts shared by all three languages.
Evaluated Configuration
The parameters evaluated are presented in Figure 7.1.
1 Virtual
Documents
2 Machine
Translation
3 Document
Preprocessing
4 Similarity
Computation
5 Link
Generation
level 1
level 2
level 3
FR→EN
DE→EN
DE→FR
Lowercase
Tokenize
Remove stop words
TF·IDF+cosine
Greedy
Hungarian
Figure 7.1: Experimental parameters.
Virtual Documents. We constructed virtual documents for Level 1 and Level
2 for the three language pairs. After the results were obtained, we decided to
build virtual documents at Level 3 for the best language pair in order to see
whether a larger context affects the results.
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French and German translation to English. Once we collected virtual
documents from the English and French/German data sets, we needed to make
these documents comparable. For our experiment, we used the statistical trans-
lation system Bing Translator to translate French and German virtual documents
into the English language. Thus, if we compare French virtual documents with
the German ones, English is a pivot language.
German translation to French. In order to verify that the way the vir-
tual documents are translated can affect the results, we also translate German
into French, and compare the translated documents against the original French
dataset. In this case, the translation is done directly from the source language
(DE) into the target one (FR).
Data Preprocessing and Similarity Computation. RapidMiner 5.3.013
with the text processing extension was used for document preprocessing. Each
data preprocessing step corresponds to a particular operator in RapidMiner. The
following configurations were used:
• Tokenize: mode: non-letters;
• Filter Stopwords (English, French): built-in stopword lists;
• The TF·IDF weighting scheme was used in all settings;
• For computing similarity, we were using Data to Similarity Data operator
with cosine similarity.
Link Generation. The output of the similarity computation is a matrix of
similarity values between compared entity pairs. We use the Hungarian and
greedy algorithms to extract the match assignments. All null similarities were
not considered during match extraction.
Randomly removed concepts. The original 8206 concepts common to three
language-specific datasets are in a one-to-one relationship with each other. We
conducted an additional experiment in order to see how the similarity behaves
if concepts in one dataset do not appear in the other one. This experiment
has been done on the language pair which showed the highest results using the
evaluated configuration described in 7.1.2: EN-DE language pair. We randomly
suppressed 40% of concepts from both datasets and only 60% of the concepts
has been preserved. Thus, out of 8206 original concepts, only 4943 concepts took
part in the experiment. 2995 concepts constituted reference links.
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Protocol
The evaluation was carried out according to the following protocol:
• Provide the two sets of resources;
• Run the method and collect the links;
• Evaluate links against the reference links through precision, recall and F-
measure.
7.1.3 Results
The results where French and German virtual documents have been translated
into English and compared against the original English data are provided in
Figure 7.2. The results of comparison against French original data where German
virtual documents have been translated into French are presented in Figure 7.3.
Finally, Figure 7.4 shows the results of the additional experiment with randomly
removed concepts. Each subfigure shows results for a particular language pair
using both link extraction algorithms, we compute the F-measure for each setting
and present it on the y-axis.
Figure 7.2, Figure 7.3 and Figure 7.4 demonstrate that the F-measure grows
with level. The best F-measure of 0.91 was found at Level 3 which is an im-
provement of 26 percentage points compared to Level 1.
The results using English as pivot language are better than direct translation
between German and French. The results where French and German virtual
documents have been translated into English and compared against the original
English data are provided in Figure 7.2. The results of comparison against
French original data where German virtual documents have been translated into
French are presented in Figure 7.3.
Figure 7.4 shows the results of the additional experiment with randomly re-
moved concepts. The results show that the accuracy decreases when the overlap
between thesauri decreases. The best matches are obtained at Level 2 and 3
with F-measure of 0.59 for the Hungarian method.
Concerning the link extraction methods, both link extraction algorithms
obtained relatively similar results at Level 1. The Hungarian algorithm out-
performed the greedy one at Level 2 and Level 3 and showed an increase of
F-measure.
In the present experiment, the obtained results are different from results
obtained with Named Entities. In previous experiments [67], the cross-lingual
interlinking has been done between resources representing Named Entities, and
the method could identify most of the correct matches with the F-measure over
0.95 at Level 1.
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(b) Results for the FR-DE language
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(c) Results for the EN-DE language pair
Greedy algorithm Hungarian algorithm
Figure 7.2: French and German languages are translated into English and com-
pared against the English original data. For FR-DE pair, English is a pivot
language. Results for Level 1, Level 2 and Level 3 using TF·IDF.
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Greedy algorithm Hungarian algorithm
Figure 7.3: Results for the FR-DE language pair. German language is translated
into French, comparison done against French original data.
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Greedy algorithm Hungarian algorithm
Figure 7.4: Results for the EN-DE language pair. 40% of the concepts have been
randomly removed from both datasets.
The quantity of information in virtual documents can influence the output
of machine translation. Level 1 often contains a single word or a short phrase.
If machine translation is not exact at Level 1, the mismatch is possible. That
is why it is important to extend the context of a term by proceeding to further
levels.
The best results are obtained for the English-German language pair (Fig-
ure 7.2). The worst results relate to the French-German language pair when the
German language has been directly translated into French (Figure 7.3).
The results of the experiment with randomly removed concepts (Figure 7.4)
show again that the similarity between entities grows as the level increases:
precision has been relatively the same across all levels, and we observed an
increase of recall by at least 10 percentage points from level 1 to further levels.
Though the results are lower, the correct matches have got the highest similarity
values even when resources are not in a one-to-one relationship.
The conducted evaluation showed a different performance of the interlinking
method when tested on the resources represented by generic terms (a concept
label is usually a common noun or a term in a thesaurus). Thus, it seems
that it is more difficult to interlink concepts of a thesauri rather than resources
corresponding to named entities.
Error Analysis
We analyzed the errors occurring in the EN-DE language pair (according to the
results in Figure 7.2) which showed the highest results. A false positive (FP)
link is an extracted link which is not in a reference. A false negative (FN) link
is a link which is in a reference but was not extracted. We specifically test if
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FP and FN decrease monotonically across levels. We test it on the generated
links as well as on the entities which appear in these links. We address several
questions:
Q1: Do we retrieve less errors as level increases? The results are presented in
Figure 7.5. We observe that less incorrect links are retrieved as level increases,
in particular this observation is true for the Hungarian method. The greedy
method does not show the same behavior.
Level 1 Level 2 Level 3
1,000
1,500
2,000
2,500
#
F
P
# of errors on links
Level 1 Level 2 Level 3
2,000
3,000
4,000
#
F
P
# of errors on entities
Hungarian
Greedy
Figure 7.5: The number of FP across levels for both link extraction methods.
Q2: Do we miss less correct links as level increases? The results are presented
in Figure 7.6. We observe that the number of correct links which are missed
decreases as level increases. This observation is true for both link extraction
methods.
Level 1 Level 2 Level 3
1,000
1,500
2,000
2,500
3,000
#
F
N
# of errors on links
Level 1 Level 2 Level 3
2,000
3,000
4,000
5,000
6,000
#
F
N
# of errors on entities
Figure 7.6: The number of FN across levels for both link extraction algorithms.
Q3-4: Do the link extraction algorithms make the same errors across levels?
Are the missed links the same across levels? To that extent we measured:
• the ratio of new False Positives (FP) introduced when level n increases:
| FPn+1 \ FPn |
| FPn+1 |
;
• the ratio of new False Negatives (FN) when level n increases:
| FNn+1 \ FNn |
| FNn+1 |
.
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These two ratios have been computed both on links (see Table 7.2) and
entities (see Table 7.3). Computing these two ratios on links allow to see if
wrong and missed links are the same when level increases. Nevertheless, it could
happen that the wrong or missed links are not the same but are made on the
same entities. To that extent, we also computed them on entities which appear
in the found links (only unique occurrence of an entity is taken into account
(duplicates are removed)).
Table 7.2: Wrong and missed links introduced across levels.
Greedy L1 → L2 L2 → L3
FP 0.74 0.92
FN 0.08 0.42
Hungarian L1 → L2 L2 → L3
FP 0.79 0.77
FN 0.05 0.11
Table 7.3: Wrong and missed entities introduced across levels.
Greedy L1 → L2 L2 → L3
FP 0.34 0.44
FN 0.08 0.42
Hungarian L1→ L2 L2→ L3
FP 0.30 0.16
FN 0.05 0.11
We observe that, when level increases, among the wrong links, many are not
present at the previous level. But, these errors are in the majority made on the
same entities even if there are, in average, around 30% of new entities in the
introduced wrong links. A further analysis shows that more than 80% of entities
that appear in introduced wrong links at level 2 were in the missed links at
level 1. From level 2 to 3, this drops to 28% for Hungarian and 11% for greedy.
In terms of missed links, we can see that they tend to be included in the
set of links missed at lower level. Once again, Hungarian performs better than
greedy.
Discussion
This experiment showed a different performance of the interlinking method when
tested on the resources represented by generic terms (a concept label is usually
a common noun or a term in a thesaurus). Thus, it seems that it is more dif-
ficult to interlink concepts of a thesauri rather than resources corresponding to
named entities. The finding suggests that the interlinking strategy (including
the automatic selection of levels) may depend on the type of entities to be inter-
linked. Chapter 8 describes a hypothesis that comparison of entities belonging
to different types can be done at different information levels.
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7.2 Experiment II: Linking EuroVoc-AGROVOC Con-
cepts
The translation-based interlinking method described in Section 7.1.1 has been
evaluated on concepts from EuroVoc and AGROVOC thesauri.
Data
We use multilingual thesauri from multidisciplinary and agricultural domains:
EuroVoc and AGROVOC. We extracted entities from the existing reference
alignment (1318 entities linked by “skos:exactMatch” property). We suppressed
duplicate concepts from EuroVoc and their corresponding concepts from AGROVOC.
In the experiments, we use the 1300 concepts in English from EuroVoc and in
Chinese from AGROVOC. The reference contains 1300 links in which concepts
are in one-to-one correspondence. The evaluated parameters remained the same
as described in Figure 7.1 except that the Chinese labels have been translated
into English.
7.2.1 Results
The results where Chinese virtual documents have been translated into English
and compared against the original English data are provided in Figure 7.7. The
main difference with the TheSoz results is that F-measure drops as levels grow.
The best F-measures of 0.81 and 0.80 at Level 1 were obtained by both link
extraction algorithms1. The results at Level 3 dropped significantly (by 20 per-
centage points) for both algorithms. The decrease of the results at Level 3 can
be due to the difference in knowledge organization of each thesaurus.
7.3 Comparison of Results According to a Threshold
The results of both link extraction algorithms are evaluated according to a
threshold. Figures 7.8 and 7.9 present the best results of the TheSoz concept
linking, i.e., for the English-German language pair according to the results in
Figure 7.2. Figures 7.10 and 7.11 present the results of the EuroVoc-AGROVOC
concept linking. The threshold corresponds to a similarity value for which ex-
tracted links were evaluated. The purpose of this evaluation was to observe if the
results change drastically after a certain threshold. We could observe that the
F-measure decreases in all cases because recall decreases faster than precision
increases. Overall, the correct matches are distributed across a wide range of
1An F-measure of 0.82 is reported in [30]. However, the number of reference links reported
is different.
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Figure 7.7: Results on concepts from EuroVoc-AGROVOC on the EN-ZH lan-
guage pair.
similarity values, so establishing the threshold above 0 may not provide the best
cutoff.
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Figure 7.8: Hungarian results for TheSoz: the EN-DE language pair.
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Figure 7.9: Greedy results for TheSoz: the EN-DE language pair.
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Figure 7.10: Hungarian results for EuroVoc-AGROVOC: the EN-ZH language
pair.
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Figure 7.11: Greedy results for EuroVoc-AGROVOC: the EN-ZH language pair.
7.4 Conclusions
This chapter evaluated machine translation on interlinking terminology expressed
in different natural languages. We observed the impact of the quantity of tex-
tual information in resource description by collecting information from further
removed neighboring nodes. We evaluated the approach on 8206 thesaurus con-
cepts in English, French and German languages from the social science domain.
We compared the generated links of the Hungarian and greedy assignment algo-
rithms. In our previous evaluation performed on English-Chinese Named Entities
from RDF encyclopedias (DBpedia and XLore), the highest results have been
achieved at Level 1 with precision over 0.98. In contrast to those results, the
best results have been obtained at Levels 2 and 3. The highest result with an F-
measure of 0.91 has been obtained at Level 3 for the EN-DE language pair. The
best correspondences have been extracted by the Hungarian algorithm. The best
experimental results on EuroVoc-AGROVOC concepts achieved the F-measure
of 0.81. These results obtained using machine translation on labels from one
language (Chinese) are comparable to the results obtained using multiple labels
of the concepts.
The results of both experiments demonstrate that machine translation can
work well independently of a dataset structure. The present evaluation shows
that the translation-based method can be applied on resources which do not
necessarily contain a named entity as their label, though it is harder to find a
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correct correspondence in this case. Overall, the proposed method is a practical
way to interlinking RDF linguistic resources since it does not depend on a rich
multilingual representation of concepts.
There are several parameters for further investigation:
• Use of other machine translation engines;
• Use of external lexical resources for language mediation.
The next chapter contains several perspectives on cross-lingual data interlinking.
Its first section describes the hypothesis mentioned in Section 7.1.3. Then, we
propose to modify the construction of virtual documents and to use other cross-
lingual techniques. Finally, three ways of combining machine translation and
lexicon-based methods are discussed.
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Chapter 8
Perspectives
Abstract. In this chapter, we propose several directions of research
on evaluation of cross-lingual techniques for data interlinking. We
propose a hypothesis about linking two kinds of resources as well as
three ways of combining machine translation with multilingual lex-
icons. The hypothesis suggests that collecting textual information
for resource interlinking can depend on the nature of resources to
be interlinked. For named entities, the closest neighborhood can be
sufficient to identify identical resources. For generic concepts, fur-
ther removed neighbors may be necessary. Combination of machine
translation with multilingual lexicons may help to compensate for
the shortcomings of each method.
This thesis provides insightful results about the usability of natural language
resources for cross-lingual data interlinking. It also raises some questions and
some perspectives. We consider these here and suggest experiments for testing
them using or extending our experimental framework.
The previous chapters showed that interlinking methods behave differently
on different kinds of RDF resources. Section 8.1 proposes an experiment to
test the hypothesis that, when generating cross-lingual links between different
language descriptions of resources, graph traversal should be limited for named
entities and more extensive for generic terms. This hypothesis arose from the
obtained results presented in the previous experiments.
Section 8.2 and Section 8.3 propose different NLP techniques that were not
tested so far.
Section 8.2 considers a modification of the first component of the proposed
framework (see Chapter 4). It proposes to create coherent texts from RDF triples
instead of collecting separate literals.
Section 8.3 considers a modification of the second component of the proposed
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framework: other cross-lingual techniques can be tested further regarding their
utility for data interlinking.
Section 8.4 considers influence of type of input. It suggests that cross-lingual
interlinking can be performed on domain specific knowledge.
The experimental results indicated that machine translation outperformed
the lexicon-based approach though it is not obvious how each of the methods
could be complementary to the other. Section 8.5 combines tested approaches.
It shows how machine-translation and lexicon-based interlinking methods can be
joined. Three scenarios of combining these methods are described.
8.1 Testing if Neighbors in RDF Graphs Identify Dif-
ferently Named Entities and Generic Terms
Resources can be any kind of entities: in particular, Named Entities, e.g., actors,
presidents, geographical places or generic terms (common nouns), e.g., altruism,
labor, cognition.
In previous experiments described in Chapter 5, cross-lingual interlinking has
been performed between encyclopedic resources representing Named Entities,
and the method could identify most of the correct matches with F-measure over
0.95 at level 1. In subsequent experiments shown in Chapter 7, cross-lingual
interlinking has been conducted between thesaurus concepts representing generic
entities named as common nouns or terms. The best F-measure of 0.91 was found
at level 3 which is an improvement by 26 points compared to level 1. These
results show an opposite tendency. This observed phenomenon requires further
investigation. We hypothesize that the number of levels for resource interlinking
depends on the kind of resources to be interlinked.
This section presents the design of an experiment for testing this hypothesis:
Named Entities are better interlinked at limited depth while concepts are better
matched at greater depth. Considering that the previous experiments have been
carried out on data sets of different languages and different characteristics, a
new experiment for testing the hypothesis is necessary.
The hypothesis to be tested is described in the next section. The strategy
adopted for interlinking resources of different kinds is described in Section 8.1.2.
8.1.1 Hypothesis
The hypothesis to test is as follows:
If RDF resources represent Named Entities, interlinking gives better results
at Level 1. If RDF resources represent generic concepts, interlinking gives better
results at Level 2 and higher.
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Figure 8.1: Interlinking RDF data of different kinds. For Named Entities, in-
formation becomes more general at Level 3. For concepts, the most general
information is at Level 1. The more general information, the less discriminative
it becomes.
As shown in Figure 4.3, an RDF graph for a particular resource can be
decomposed into n levels (level 1, 2 and so on). We suppose that comparison of
resources belonging to different kinds of entities can be done at different levels.
If data is about Named Entities, then it is sufficient to collect information from
the resource’s closest literals; the further we traverse the graph, the more noise is
introduced into the description of the resource (many resources will have similar
information and it is harder to find an equivalent entity). Hence, increasing n
should increase recall and decrease precision. If data is about generic concepts
(as in thesauri), then the further we traverse the graph, the more discriminant
information becomes, and it is easier to find equivalent entities. The intuition
for this is that the abstract concepts will have to be explained in concrete terms
at some point in a graph. These concrete descriptions of abstract terms are more
discriminant. In other words, as the traversal distance grows, the neighborhood
of named entities will include more generic terms whereas the neighborhood of
generic terms will include more specific terms. Thus, these two types of data
(named entities and concepts) can be in opposition to each other as depicted in
Figure 8.1.
8.1.2 Method
Following the framework discussed in Chapter 4, the method consists of the steps
described in Figure 8.2.
More precisely, the method is as follows:
1. Constructing a Virtual Document per resource as described in Sec-
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Figure 8.2: Experimental setting.
tion 4.2. At this step, all information which is not very descriptive, i.e.,
names of the ontology classes to which such resources are instances of (ob-
jects of rdf:type property) is suppressed. Thus, a virtual document contains
only proper lexical items (literals).
2. Translating documents using Machine Translation in order to transform
documents into the same language. At this step, virtual documents in one
language can be translated into the other language and vice versa or both
languages can be translated into some pivot language. Google Translate
can be used to translate a source language into a target language.
3. Cleaning documents using Data preprocessing techniques such as tok-
enization, stop-word removal. The following text preprocessing is applied:
transform cases into lower case + tokenize + filter stop words.
4. Computing Similarity between documents. The standard term weight-
ing scheme (TF·IDF) and cosine similarity are used. These are the classical
techniques for finding similar documents, moreover, they showed good per-
formance in our previous experiments. The output of this step is a set of
similarity values between pairs of virtual documents.
5. The goal of Generating Links is to identify a set of correspondences
between concepts. At this stage, an algorithm extracts links on the ba-
sis of the similarity between documents. The Hungarian method which
maximizes the sum of similarities is used to extract correspondences.
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8.2 Natural Language Generation for Virtual Docu-
ment Construction
Machine translation as well as word sense disambiguation systems generally work
better on coherent natural language texts instead of words assembled together
accidentally. Thus, it would be useful to test the influence of full-fledged sen-
tences on the quality of generated links. Natural language generation from RDF
representations aims at generating human-readable texts from RDF descriptions
[40, 80, 127]. RDF representations containing linguistic information in machine-
readable mark-up (e.g., class names, property names) are exploited for gener-
ating sentences describing RDF resources. In our proposed framework, instead
of collecting available literals and storing them in virtual documents, natural
language generation may be applied on triples in order to generate virtual doc-
uments made of sentences.
8.3 Evaluating other Cross-lingual Techniques for Lan-
guage Normalization
Evaluation of other cross-lingual techniques for data interlinking is another inter-
esting direction. For instance, as discussed in Chapter 3, the Explicit Semantic
Analysis could be used as an interlingual method. It would project two resource
descriptions into a common space of Wikipedia articles, and, due to the pres-
ence of cross-language links between the articles, resources can be compared.
This method is sensitive to the information coverage in a particular language.
For example, Wikipedia in Chinese is smaller in size compared to Wikipedia in
English. As a consequence, insufficiency of knowledge in one of the language
versions may impact the results.
8.4 Application of Cross-lingual Techniques to Do-
main Specific Knowledge
So far, machine translation and mapping to multilingual resources have been
applied on data of general interest (the encyclopedic resources). However, the
proposed methods could be applicable to domain specific data. We did not in-
vestigate this aspect though machine translation has been tested on AGROVOC,
EuroVoc and TheSoz thesauri which are from narrow domains. The major re-
strictive component is a language-specific component. Statistical machine trans-
lation can be trained on parallel corpora from a specific domain given the avail-
ability of such corpora. Moreover, specialized dictionaries can be useful. Such
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dictionaries can be plugged into a machine translation engine for terminology
recognition. The same difficulty will be faced by multilingual resources harvested
from resources belonging to general domains. Hence, their application might be
less effective. Overall, cross-lingual techniques can be useful for linking technical
vocabularies. In this case, the availability of domain specific language resources
is a necessary prerequisite.
8.5 Combining MT and Lexicon for Cross-lingual RDF
Data Interlinking
In previous chapters, we described experiments on cross-lingual RDF data in-
terlinking using machine translation and lexicon-based methods separately. The
machine translation and lexicon-based approaches showed good results in these
experiments. Even though the machine translation approach showed better re-
sults, we consider that both of these methods can be complementary and can be
applied jointly to cross-lingual data interlinking task.
In this section, we discuss the combination of machine translation and mul-
tilingual lexicons in order to find identical resources.
Three scenarios in which machine translation and a multilingual lexicon work
together are presented below.
Scenario 1
The interlinking process is schematized in Figure 8.3.
The method consists of the following steps:
1. Constructing a Virtual Document in different languages per resource.
2. Translating documents using Machine Translation in order to trans-
form documents into the same language. Virtual documents in source
languages are translated into a target language or both source languages
can be translated into some pivot language. In addition to translation, the
virtual document terms can be replaced by identifiers from a Multilin-
gual Lexicon. Both resource representations (language words and lexicon
identifiers) will be merged.
3. Cleaning documents using Data preprocessing techniques. The follow-
ing text preprocessing can be used: Transform Cases into lower case +
Tokenize + Filter stop words. This preprocessing is done only on virtual
documents in target language (original and translated).
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Document(EN) Document(ZH)
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Figure 8.3: Scenario 1. Interlinking Method Combining MT and Multilingual
Lexicon. MT and Lexicon mapping are applied to data in parallel. Similarity
computation is performed on both natural language descriptors and lexicon’s
identifiers. Numbers correspond to the steps of the method.
4. Computing Similarity between documents using term weights and ap-
plying similarity methods, for example, the cosine similarity. The output
of this step is a set of similarity values between pairs of virtual documents.
5. Generating Links between concepts. At this stage, an algorithm extracts
links on the basis of the similarity between documents.
Scenario 2
In the second scenario, the method remains the same except the step 2: Docu-
ment terms are replaced by identifiers from a Multilingual Lexicon in order to
project the words of each language onto the same space. Original documents
are represented as vectors of identifiers (IDs). However, some words may not be
found in a lexicon. These missing terms are collected and translated using ma-
chine translation. After being translated, they are injected into the documents
containing identifiers.
The difference between Scenario 1 and Scenario 2 is the the step 2. In scenario
2, machine translation is applied only on terms for which there are no lexicon
identifiers; whereas, in scenario 1, machine translation and lexicon mapping are
applied on the original virtual documents in parallel.
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Scenario 3
In Scenario 3, similarity between resources is computed separately using machine
translation and lexicon mapping (virtual document words and lexicon identifiers
are never merged). Scenario 3 allows to experiment with the output of step
4. The output of Similarity Computation are two sets of similarity values: one
contains similarity values of machine translation method, the other contains the
results of lexicon mapping. These similarities can be combined by an aggregation
function such as the average or the maximum similarity for each pair of resources.
Taking the average of similarities can compensate low results produced by one
of the methods. Taking the maximum value may ensure the higher precision of
results. This approach remains different than that which consists of generating
two sets of links by the two independent methods and merging them by either
the Hungarian method or a disambiguation method.
8.6 Conclusions
Interlinking cross-lingual resources can improve discovery of facts about the same
resource described in different languages. The availability of different types of
RDF data and various cross-lingual techniques opens new directions of research
in cross-lingual data interlinking. We observed an interesting phenomenon in
previous experiments applying our interlinking method. We assume that it is due
to the nature of resources to be linked (Named Entities vs. generic terms). We
proposed an experiment for evaluating this hypothesis. The proposed experiment
may reveal valuable insights in how similarity is affected by the nature of the
resources involved.
We outlined three scenarios of how machine translation and lexicon-based
methods can be combined. The proposed scenarios can be applied on any RDF
dataset containing textual information in different languages.
Chapter 9
Conclusion
With the growing amount of heterogeneous data on the web, it is important to
make these data machine processable. The Semantic Web provides technologies
such as the Resource Description Framework (RDF) for representing data on the
web. However, RDF data can be expressed with labels in different languages.
Hence, data interlinking requires specific approaches to tackle multilingualism.
Cross-lingual data interlinking consists in discovering links between identi-
cal resources across RDF data sets in different languages. The use of different
languages makes the comparison of these resources challenging.
Previously conducted evaluations discussed in the state of the art are limited
in that the evaluated techniques have been applied independently. This does not
allow to determine their benefits, fragilities and, eventually, to compare them.
This study investigated the benefit of several techniques for data interlinking
across languages. For that purpose, a general framework is proposed which
allows for comparing these techniques in a unified manner. The efficiency of the
techniques is evaluated by conducted experiments.
The obtained results show that the transformation of RDF resources into
virtual documents and the application of machine translation and multilingual
lexicons are beneficial techniques for interlinking data in different languages. Vir-
tual documents are built by collecting symbolic information (datatype property
values). The resource representation as a virtual document allows to accumu-
late textual description of the resource and to build a context which will help to
discriminate a particular resource against other resources. In the environment
in which data publishers may use their own natural language to publish RDF
data, it proved useful to apply machine translation and multilingual lexicons in
order to render comparable the descriptions of RDF resources. The proposed ap-
proaches have been evaluated on RDF resources coming from encyclopedias such
as DBpedia (English), XLore (Chinese) and thesauri (English, French, German,
Chinese).
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The major findings are:
• machine translation approaches showed better results compared to the lex-
icon mapping;
• the use of Babelfy could improve the results by 20 points compared to a
setting in which all synsets are used for similarity computation;
• TF·IDF is the best term weight combined with cosine;
• n-grams can be useful in a complex setting (noisy entities and absence of
entity’s name);
• level 1 works best for named entities;
• levels 2 and 3 work best for thesauri concepts;
• the Hungarian method is best for link extraction.
Table 9.1 presents the best results on cross-lingual data interlinking discussed
in this thesis. The difference in the results can be due to the datasets on which
evaluations have been conducted. MultiFarm consists of ontologies in differ-
ent languages which contain little textual information in concept descriptions.
Overall, the discrepancy of the results justifies a posteriori the need for con-
trolled evaluation of these techniques. It would be useful to conduct further
investigation in reason of this discrepancy.
Table 9.1: Best Results on Cross-lingual Data Interlinking.
experiment/system F-measure language pair multilingual technique
OAEI 2013 0.17 MultiFarm CL-ESA
OAEI 2014 0.54 MultiFarm Bing translator
OAEI 2015 0.51 MultiFarm Bing translator
OAEI 2015 0.14 MultiFarm BabelNet
[30] 0.82 multilingual multilingual labels
IM@OAEI 2014 0.56 English-Italian Google translator
Chapter 5 1 English-Chinese Bing translator
Chapter 6 0.89 English-Chinese BabelNet
Chapter 7 0.81 English-Chinese Bing translator
Chapter 7 0.91 English-German Bing translator
Multilingual resources (machine translation systems, dictionaries, knowledge-
bases, encyclopedias) play an important role in a cross-lingual data interlinking
task and are valuable tools for multilingual information processing. Linking en-
tities in a multilingual context relies heavily on such resources. Interlinking RDF
resources in different languages can help to uncover the potential of vast amounts
of linked open data and to facilitate knowledge discovery across language bar-
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riers. The results showed that linguistic resources provide enough quality to
interlink data.
The presented results are promising for further exploration of the cross-
language techniques. This thesis laid the ground for future systematic analyses
of these techniques. Chapter 8 discussed several perspectives on cross-lingual
data interlinking, in particular:
• Testing the hypothesis that closest neighborhood can be sufficient to iden-
tify identical named entities, while further removed neighbors may be nec-
essary for generic terms;
• Use of natural language generation for virtual document construction;
• Evaluation of other cross-lingual techniques for data interlinking;
• Application of cross-lingual techniques on RDF data from specialized fields;
• Combination of machine translation with external multilingual resources
in order to obtain a synergistic effect of both methods.
Additionally, studies can be extended to a larger scale due to the availabil-
ity of RDF data sources. However, each experiment described in this thesis is
dependent on the availability of data sets with reference links. The absence of
stable benchmarks for cross-lingual data interlinking presents an impediment to
evaluations. Thus, there is a need for comprehensive benchmarks in cross-lingual
data interlinking, covering various languages and various types of entities.
Finally, the state-of-the-art approaches extensively use language-specific re-
sources. Such resources can be limited for a particular language pair. Thus,
it is necessary to explore language-independent methods for multilingual data
processing.
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